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L
DeCoursey TE. Voltage-Gated Proton Channels: Molecular Biology, Physiology,
and Pathophysiology of the HV Family. Physiol Rev 93: 599–652, 2013;
doi:10.1152/physrev.00011.2012.—Voltage-gated proton channels (HV) are
unique, in part because the ion they conduct is unique. HV channels are perfectly
selective for protons and have a very small unitary conductance, both arguably mani-

festations of the extremely low H� concentration in physiological solutions. They open with mem-
brane depolarization, but their voltage dependence is strongly regulated by the pH gradient across
the membrane (�pH), with the result that in most species they normally conduct only outward
current. The HV channel protein is strikingly similar to the voltage-sensing domain (VSD, the first
four membrane-spanning segments) of voltage-gated K� and Na� channels. In higher species, HV
channels exist as dimers in which each protomer has its own conduction pathway, yet gating is
cooperative. HV channels are phylogenetically diverse, distributed from humans to unicellular
marine life, and perhaps even plants. Correspondingly, HV functions vary widely as well, from
promoting calcification in coccolithophores and triggering bioluminescent flashes in dinoflagellates
to facilitating killing bacteria, airway pH regulation, basophil histamine release, sperm maturation,
and B lymphocyte responses in humans. Recent evidence that hHV1 may exacerbate breast cancer
metastasis and cerebral damage from ischemic stroke highlights the rapidly expanding recognition
of the clinical importance of hHV1.
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I. DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND

A. What Are Voltage-Gated
Proton Channels?

Voltage-gated proton channels encompass a family of pro-
ton specific ion channels that open and close with a proba-
bility that depends strongly on both membrane potential
and the pH gradient across the membrane. In this review,
“proton channel” or “HV1” (see sect. IIIB) designates the
voltage-gated proton channel. Proton conduction is also a
feature of a large number of other biologically important
molecules. Proton conduction in inorganic systems is an
important topic as well, for example, in hydrogen fuel cell

membranes (147, 265, 401). This review will focus on the
voltage-gated proton channel; other molecules will be in-
cluded when they have directly relevant or heuristic prop-
erties.

A number of distinctive if not unique properties are shared
by every voltage-gated proton channel studied to date by
voltage clamp. These include 1) proton specific conduction;
2) opening in response to membrane depolarization, in-
creased pHo, and decreased pHi; 3) extremely small unitary
conductance; 4) strong temperature dependence of both
conduction and gating; and 5) the absence of inactivation.
The proton selectivity is thought to be perfect (proton spec-
ificity); no evidence that other ions can permeate has been
presented (104). The extraordinary modulation of the volt-
age-dependent gating process by pH appears to be a univer-
sal feature of these channels; increasing pHo or decreasing
pHi by one unit shifts the entire proton conductance gH-V
relationship by 40 mV to more negative voltages (74, 104).
The single-channel conductance is very small, �103 times
smaller than most ion channels (75); this property likely
reflects the fact that the proton concentration is 106 smaller
than the concentration of the main ions in physiological
solutions (104). The temperature dependence of both con-
ductance and gating kinetics is greater than almost all other
ion channels, strongly suggesting extraordinary complexity
of both permeation and gating (54, 112, 269, 270). The
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lack of inactivation (113) has practical consequences, in
that decay of proton current invariably indicates that H�

flux is large enough to change pH significantly, thereby
decreasing the driving force (V-EH). A final property that
once helped to define proton currents, but is no longer uni-
versal, is high sensitivity to inhibition by Zn2�, Cd2�, and
other polyvalent metal cations. Although most proton
channels studied to date share high metal sensitivity, recent
expansion of the HV1 phylogenetic tree has revealed several
species with weak Zn2� sensitivity (432, 462, 489). Because
Zn2� sensitivity in hHV1 is determined almost entirely by
two histidine residues (360, 416), and the capacity to be
inhibited by Zn2� confers no obvious evolutionary advan-
tage, it is entirely possible that some voltage-gated proton
channels may lack a metal binding site altogether.

This field has always been blessed with abundant reviews;
in fact, at last count, the ratio of original studies to reviews
was just 1.64. Recent reviews, most of which focus on more
restricted areas than the present one, include References 62,
102, 103, 105, 106, 110, 123, 143, 254, 302, 354, 496. A
series of focused reviews on proton channels is available
online in Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Membrane
Transport and Signaling (60, 121, 156, 323, 357, 420).

B. How Are Protons Transported
Through Membranes?

Protons rarely permeate biological membranes on their
own. Despite a large literature that demonstrates that the
permeability of protons through membranes is several or-
ders of magnitude higher than that of other cations (96,
104, 196, 198), in practical terms, the flux of protons
through biological membranes is dwarfed by the flux as-
cribable to proton transporters. Nearly all proton move-
ment across biological membranes is mediated by special-
ized membrane proteins designed to transport protons in an
orderly and highly regulated manner.

A large number of important molecules contain proton
transport pathways that are essential to the function of the
molecule. In many of these, the conduction pathway does
not cross the entire membrane and is coupled to other func-
tions of the molecule. These include bioenergetic molecules
in the mitochondrial electron transport chain, photosyn-
thetic molecules, proton pumps, and ATP synthases that use
the energy from ATP to pump protons or use the electro-
chemical energy stored in a proton gradient to generate
ATP, and numerous others (45, 167, 223, 277, 477, 523).
Despite the requirement that protons move to specific loca-
tions at precise times in these molecules, it does not neces-
sarily follow that the pathway used by protons is (or needs
to be) perfectly selective for protons. For example, the re-
action center of Rhodobacter sphaeroides has a proton
pathway that leads to the secondary quinone (QB). Muta-
tion of two Asp residues in the middle of the proton path-

way severely restricts proton conduction, but this property
can be “rescued” by any of several small weak acids that act
inside the pathway (483). With the assumption that the
mutations do not alter the rest of the molecule, the proton
channel in the reaction center is evidently not selective for
protons at least up to the point of these mutations, which is
presumably where the weak acids do their job.

Selectivity is conceptually more clear-cut, and experimen-
tally more accessible for molecules that transport protons
all the way across membranes. TABLE 1 lists a number of
these molecules. Here the question is whether any other ions
can follow the same pathway. Electrophysiological mea-
surements can be done according to well-established ap-
proaches. Under voltage-clamp conditions, the reversal po-
tential of the current that flows through the molecule of
interest is determined under various ionic conditions. The
reversal potential is then compared with the Nernst poten-
tial calculated for the ionic conditions. If multiple ionic
species are present, the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz voltage
equation (184, 216, 221) can be used for this purpose (e.g.,
Eqs. 1 and 2 below). Absolute measurements are compli-
cated by several factors: voltage offsets, “leak” currents
that reflect current pathways that are extraneous to the
molecule of interest, liquid junction potentials (24, 375),
etc. It may be preferable, or more convenient, to evaluate
the change of reversal potential when solutions are
changed. In the case of voltage-gated proton channels, the
reversal potential typically changes by nearly the amount
predicted by the Nernst equation when pH is changed, but
does not change when other ions are replaced, leading to the
conclusion that this channel is specific (perfectly selective)
for protons (104, 362).

C. Proton Conduction in Water and
in Proteins

Four unique and crucial aspects of the diffusion of protons
are 1) the rapid transfer of protons between water mole-
cules, 2) the equivalence of the three protons in H3O�, 3)
the tiny size of the proton itself, and 4) the delocalization of
protons in a hydrogen bonded array. Proton transfer nor-
mally occurs at hydrogen bonds (179, 230, 289, 365, 399,
434), although proton transfer in the absence of hydrogen
bonds was reported recently in �-stacked structures (183).
Because of its special conduction mechanism, proton mo-
bility in water is about five times greater than that of other
ions. Another consequence is that the proton can negotiate
pathways that other ions cannot even consider. A large
number of biologically important molecules have taken ad-
vantage of the special properties of protons to create pro-
ton-selective pathways through proteins and across mem-
branes.

The facility of proton conduction reflects the nature of pro-
ton conduction in water, namely, the Grotthuss mechanism
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(93, 94), traditionally envisioned as protons hopping from
one water molecule to the next. The crucial distinction from
the conduction of other ions is that H� (and OH�) are part
of the bulk solvent, and their diffusion is facilitated by tak-
ing short-cuts “through” water molecules (90). The proton
in water is essentially always attached to a water molecule,
forming a hydronium ion, H3O� (31, 87). Eigen and col-
leagues emphasized the stability of the H9O4

� complex (the
Eigen cation) consisting of the hydronium ion and its first
hydration shell, within which the proton is delocalized
(140, 141, 517). Hydrogen bond rearrangement among sec-
ond shell waters was considered rate determining for pro-
ton transport, with the result being structural diffusion
(Strukturwanderung) or drift of the entire H9O4

� complex
(140, 141, 517). This view was further refined by Agmon,
who proposed that that the rate-limiting step involves
breaking a second shell hydrogen bond (5, 317); and that
proton mobility results from alternating isomerization be-
tween H9O4

� (the “Eigen cation”) and H5O2
� [the “Zun-

del cation,” which incidentally was first conceived by Mau-

rice L. Huggins (229, 230), and shortly thereafter by La-
timer and Rodebush (279)]. The current view, espoused by
Agmon, Voth, and co-workers (316) has evolved a bit fur-
ther. Protons in water exist mainly as Eigen cations, with
the Zundel cation existing only as a transition state. Cleav-
age of a second shell hydrogen bond correlates with partner
swapping during the “special pair dance,” the lurid details
of which should be read in their original, unexpurgated
format (316), whereas successful proton transfer is a some-
what slower process.

In a narrow, presumably single-file channel, geometric con-
straints preclude Eigen cation formation, and protons can
only move in a linear path from one water to the next (59,
452). Intriguingly, a “linearized” Eigenesque cation, mani-
fested as the extra proton delocalizing over two water mol-
ecules in the channel, was observed in ab initio simulations
of such a virtual channel (452). Also in contrast to proton
transfer in bulk water, breaking a hydrogen bond is not a
necessary precondition to proton transfer in a water wire

Table 1. Reported selectivity of various proton conducting molecules

Channel Ratio Reference Ion Criterion Key Residue(s) Reference Nos.

Voltage-gated H� HV1 �2 � 108 PD/PTMA Vrev Asp112 (hHV1) 107, 362
�107 PH/PTMA Vrev Asp51 (kHV1) 74, 114, 462
�106 PH/PCs,K,Na Vrev 124, 187, 250

�1.8 � 106 PH/PCl Vrev 187
Elodea H� 108 to 109 PH/PK Vm — 328
Channelrhodopsin-2 3–6 � 106 PH/PNa Vrev Glu90 32, 142
Channelrhodopsin-1 High PH/PNa Vrev Glu162 364
M2 (full length) 107 PH/PK Flux

His37

331
104 to 106 PH/PK Flux 288

M2 (residues 22–62) 3.6 � 105 PH/PK Flux 402
BM2 High PH/PK Vrev His19 310, 345
TRP-ML1 104 to 106 PH/PCs Vrev — 467
TRPM7 High PH/PNMDG Vrev Asp1054 242, 386
Sour taste cell proton current High PH/PNa Vrev 67
Sugar sensor SGLT3 High PH/PNa Vrev Glu457 36
Arachidonic acid-induced, EAAT4

glutamate transporter High PH/PNa Vrev — 152
Colicin A 1.2 � 104 PH/PK Vrev — 459
Mutant aquaporin 8–34 � 103 PH/PK I R195V, R195S 295, 524
Taste receptor 4 � 103 PH/PK Vrev — 261
TRPV1 87–1,127 PH/PCs Vrev 205, 509
Na� (V-gated) 252–274 PH/PNa Vrev 346, 347
Gramicidin A 43–344 PH/PNa Vrev 363
Synthetic proton channel (LSLLLSL)3 �40 gH/gLi iH detection none 283
Na� (amiloride sensitive) 7–25 PH/PNa Vrev 181, 394
ASIC1a �5 PH/PNa Vrev — 69

Permeability ratios were determined from measured Vrev values using the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK)
equation (216), from the assumption that membrane potential Vm measurements reflect a diffusion
potential generated by the cations present, from detection of single-channel currents iH, from I using the
GHK current equation, or from flux estimates. D, deuterium; NMDG, N-methyl-D-glucamine. It should be
noted that despite the lower limits given in this table, there is no evidence that HV1 is less than perfectly
selective.
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(452). In any case, essential features of HBC or Grotthuss
conduction are that protons are transferred via hydrogen
bond rearrangement (179, 230, 279) and that the identity of
the conducted proton may change with each proton transfer
event (31, 90). One proton enters the channel, and a different
proton emerges from the other end, as evident in FIGURE 1.

Proton conduction through channels differs from that of all
other ions. Nagle and Morowitz (365) proposed hydrogen-
bonded chain (HBC) conduction to explain how proton
selective conduction might be achieved in membrane pro-
teins (FIGURE 1). Any combination of water molecules and
amino acid side chains capable of forming a hydrogen
bonded chain that spans the membrane, even if not simul-
taneously or continuously, comprises a potential pathway
for proton permeation. A “water wire” is a special case, in
which the entire chain consists of water molecules. The
gramicidin channel is a classical example of a water wire; it
contains a single-file row of 8–12 water molecules (292). A
water wire enables proton conductance, but does not en-
force proton selectivity. In fact, gramicidin channels are
nonselective among cations, although their proton permea-
bility and conductance (normalized to permeant ion con-
centration) considerably exceeds that of all other ions (219,
363) (TABLE 1). The higher conductance of gramicidin to
protons reflects the Grotthuss mechanism in which, unlike
ordinary cations, a proton does not have to wait for water
in the pore to move out of the way, it hops across or through
the water molecules.

A novel variant of adventitial proton permeation was pro-
posed for nonselective endplate channels. The possibility
that protons might hop by a Grotthuss-like mechanism

through the channel when it is occupied by NH4
� was pro-

posed to explain anomalously large permeability to NH4
�

(484). Charge transported by H� in this way would be
indistinguishable electrophysiologically from that carried
by NH4

�.

II. HISTORY: KEY DISCOVERIES

The idea of a voltage-gated proton channel was first pro-
posed by Woody Hastings and colleagues in 1972 (161). A
number of bioluminescent marine dinoflagellates such as
the evocatively named Noctiluca (miliaris) scintillans (95)
or Gonyaulax polyedra (39, 161) emit light in response to
mechanical stimulation. The triggering mechanism involves
an action potential in the tonoplast, the membrane enclos-
ing a large central vacuole. The action potential activates a
proton conductance (373), which mediates rapid proton
flux from the vacuole at pH 3.5 (374) into small vesicles
called scintillons that contain luciferin and luciferase (161,
202, 438). The scintillons are the sources of the light flashes
(132), which result from activation of luciferase by low pH
(266, 438). Nearly 40 years after the existence of voltage-
activated proton channels in dinoflagellates was conceived,
a bona fide proton channel gene was identified in a nonbio-
luminescent dinoflagellate, Karlodinium veneficum (462).

A decade after Hastings’ groundbreaking proposal, elegant
studies of snail (Helix aspersa) neurons by Roger Thomas
and Bob Meech revealed direct voltage-clamp evidence for
voltage-gated proton channels (492). Byerly, Meech, and
Moody (53) characterized the main biophysical properties
of proton currents in another snail, Lymnaea stagnalis, em-
phasizing that proton channels were distinct from other
known ion channels. Perhaps because proton currents re-
semble delayed rectifier K� currents (sigmoid activation
during depolarization, exponential deactivation on repolar-
ization, faster gating at large positive or negative voltages;
qualitatively similar inhibition by divalent cations, superfi-
cially similar inhibition by weak bases), many casual ob-
servers suspected that proton currents passed adventi-
tiously through other channels, or even through the phos-
pholipid bilayer membrane itself without the benefit of a
protein pathway. Despite exhaustive evidence to the con-
trary (113), this notion was not completely dispelled until
the proton channel gene was finally identified in 2006 (416,
432).

Studying Helix pomatia, Doroshenko, Kostyuk, and Mar-
tynyuk (130) reinforced the important observations of By-
erly et al. (53) in Lymnaea stagnalis, that lowering pHi

shifted the gH-V relationship dramatically negatively, while
decreasing pHo shifted the curve positively. Studying Am-
bystoma (salamander) oocytes, Mike Barish and Christiane
Baud (22) found that amphibia have similar voltage-gated
proton currents. Martyn Mahaut-Smith (314) showed that
proton currents in Helix neurons were 80 times more sen-
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FIGURE 1. The hydrogen bonded chain (HBC) mechanism for pro-
ton conduction through proteins. Shown are hydroxyl groups form-
ing a continuous HBC. A: each proton hops one position along the
chain, with the final group releasing a proton into the distal solution.
B: after the transfer, the chain is not able to accept another proton
from the proximal side until all the groups have reoriented. Perme-
ation of OH� occurs when a proton leaves the distal end of the HBC
(neutralizing OH� to form H2O), and the defect migrates by retro-
grade H� hopping. [Redrawn from Nagle and Morowitz (365).]
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sitive to inhibition by Zn2� than were Ca2� currents. A
decade after their discovery in snail neurons, proton cur-
rents were identified in mammalian cells, rat alveolar epi-
thelial cells (99). The exodus from the realm of phylogenetic
exotica into the anthropocentric mainstream was com-
pleted 2 years later, when proton currents were reported in
human cells (33, 111, 263) and cell lines (124).

In the lull before stormy attempts to identify a proton chan-
nel gene, the number of cells and species expressing proton
channels mushroomed, the properties of proton channels
were systematically explored, and progress toward under-
standing functions continued. The number of species with
proton currents confirmed by voltage-clamp increased from
2 in 1984, to 5 by 1994 (113), then 11 by 2003 (104), to at
least 2 dozen species with genes highly homologous to hHV1
in 2008 (106). At latest count, there are at least 37 high con-
fidence HV1 homologs in assorted species (FIGURE 2), along
with quite a few other probable but lower confidence ho-
mologs (S. M. E. Smith, personal communication). It was
determined that the dependence of gating on pHi and pHo

could be expressed simply in terms of the pH gradient
(�pH), with a 40-mV shift of the gH-V relationship for a one
unit change in �pH (74). Astonishingly, this “Rule of

Forty” continues to hold true even for a large series of
mutant proton channels (415). The conductance and gating
kinetics of proton channels were found to vary more
strongly with temperature than almost any other ion chan-
nel (54, 76, 112, 269, 270). Deuterium was shown to per-
meate proton channels just 50% as well as protons (107).
The unitary conductance was found to vary with pHi but
not pHo and was estimated to be �15 fS at physiological
pH (75). A crucial discovery that shed light on functions of
proton currents in phagocytes was the observation of pro-
foundly enhanced gating under conditions when NADPH
oxidase was active (19). The proposal by Henderson, Chap-
pell, and Jones that voltage-gated proton channels exist in
human neutrophils where they serve to compensate charge
for the electrogenic activity of NADPH oxidase (208–210)
was confirmed by demonstrations that human neutrophils
have voltage-gated proton channels (111), that NADPH
oxidase is electrogenic (442), and that NADPH oxidase is
inhibited by depolarization (120).

The Sturmg und Drang of the decade beginning in 1995
during which the gp91phox component of NADPH oxidase
was proposed to be a voltage-gated proton channel (207)
and contradictory evidence was presented, is recounted in
detail elsewhere (p. 548–552 of Ref. 104; p. 2555–2556 of
Ref. 102; see also Refs. 103, 119, 123, 211, 319, 338) and
will not be revisited here. In 2006, authentic proton channel
genes were identified in human (416), mouse, and the sea
squirt Ciona intestinalis (432). The properties of the gene
products in heterologous expression systems mirrored na-
tive proton currents in nearly every respect, including all of
the peculiar or unique properties summarized above. One
subtle difference that remains unexplained is that the abso-
lute position of the gH-V relationship is generally somewhat
more negative at any given �pH for heterologously ex-
pressed than for native proton channels (355). Neverthe-
less, there is no doubt that these genes code for the same
voltage-gated proton channels that we know and love.

To date, no more than one gene has been reported in any
species. A suggestion that four classes of proton channels
might exist (98, 137), which was based mainly on substan-
tial differences in gating kinetics, most likely simply reflects
genetic differences among species (cf. FIGURES 2 AND 5).
No proton currents have been detected in any cell type
studied from the Hvcn1 knockout mouse, including neutro-
phils, monocytes, microglia, granulocytes, alveolar epithe-
lial cells, and B lymphocytes (61, 105, 145, 334, 391, 417,
525), suggesting that the single Hvcn1 gene codes for mHV1
proton channels in all murine tissues. Knockdown by
siRNA eliminated proton currents in the JME human air-
way epithelial cell line (233). A mutation of hHV1 resulting
in the substitution of Met91 with Thr91 was detected in
genetic material from a single individual and shown to shift
the gH-V relationship positively by 20–30 mV in a heterol-
ogous expression system, decreasing the likelihood of chan-

FIGURE 2. Phylogenetic tree of 37 known and predicted proton
channels. Branch length indicates the evolutionary distance between
sequences. This maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree was con-
structed from a multiple sequence alignment of the voltage sensing
domain (VSD) portion of 37 HV1s using 100 bootstraps. The eight
HV1 genes that have been confirmed by heterologous expression
and electrophysiological recording are starred. Bootstrap values
�60 are shown; these numbers indicate the probability that the
branch is genuine. [From Smith et al. (462).]
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nel opening (233). Long and short isoforms resulting from
the same hHV1 gene, HVCN1, have been observed in hu-
man B lymphocytes and related cells (61); whether they
exhibit different properties is currently under investigation
(333).

Discovery of the proton channel gene predictably opened
floodgates of interest in proton channels, which in this spe-
cific case was greatly amplified by the unexpected and as-
toundingly cool properties of the gene product. The proton
channel protein was found to resemble the voltage sensing
domain (VSD) of other voltage-gated ion channels, suggest-
ing the possibility of exploiting hHV1 to study voltage-
gating mechanisms. Progress has occurred at an unprece-
dented pace, with the discovery that the channel is a dimer
(259, 286, 497) rapidly followed by descriptions of the
Hvcn1 knockout mouse (61, 145, 334, 391, 417, 525), and
the appearance of evidence that the protomers that com-
prise the dimeric channel interact cooperatively during gat-
ing (185, 359, 360, 498). Recently, the selectivity filter was
identified and found to be fundamentally identical in the
human channel hHV1 (362) and a dinoflagellate kHV1
(462).

Homology models of the channel molecule have been pro-
duced (267, 360, 415, 521) based largely on its similarity to
K� channel VSD for which crystal structures exist. As yet,
no structure of the entire proton channel exists, although
the structure of the C terminus (carboxyl or COOH termi-
nus) has been reported (172, 296).

III. THE GENE: PHYLOGENETIC DIVERSITY

A. Phylogeny: Which Species Have
Proton Channels?

The phylogenetic tree in FIGURE 2 includes 37 likely or
confirmed proton channels and reveals that HV1 channels
are extremely widely distributed. With the assumption that
the putative HV1s all turn out to be genuine, four or more
kingdoms within the domain Eukaryota are represented:
Plantae (Chlorella, a green algae), Protista (Polysphondy-
lium, a slime mold, dinoflagellates, diatoms, and phyto-
plankton), and Animalia (the rest). The slime mold Polys-
phondylium may also be categorized in Amoebozoa, if one
accepts this as a separate kingdom. There is a probable HV1
in the Fungi kingdom (gi 322694380 gb EFY86211.1 in
Metarhizium acridum, a virulent fungus), that was not in-
cluded in FIGURE 2 because the sequence may not be full-
length (S. M. E. Smith, personal communication). Some
might consider Trichoplax a poor excuse for membership
in the Animalia kingdom. If one prefers the newfangled
supergroup classification of eukaryotes (3, 17, 49, 398),
then four or five of the five, six, seven, or eight super-
groups are represented: Unikonta (or Opisthokonta), Al-

veolata, Stramenopiles, Plantae (or Archaeplastida), and
Haptophytes�Cryptophytes. It has been suggested that the
tendency of higher plants to generate a large inwardly di-
rected H� gradient that is used to drive co- and counter-
transport would make expression of an outwardly directed
proton channel pointless (488). Eight HV1 genes have been
expressed heterologously and shown to encode bona fide
proton channels: human (416), mouse, the sea squirt Ciona
intestinalis (432), the purple sea urchin Strongylocentrotus
purpuratus (Y. Okamura, personal communication), two
phytoplankton species Coccolithus pelagicus spp braarudii
and Emiliania huxleyi (489), the dinoflagellate Karlod-
inium veneficum (462), and the diatom Phaeodactylum tri-
cornutum (488). Proton currents have been identified in
cells from several other species, although the corresponding
gene is not yet listed in the GenBank. Species awaiting gene
identification or confirmation that the identified gene, when
expressed, does in fact generate proton currents, include
Helix aspersa (492), Lymnaea stagnalis (53), Rana escu-
lenta (232), Rana pipiens (193), Tritonia diomedea (522),
Ambystoma mexicanum (25), Chinese hamster (72), rat
(99), rabbit (384), and cow (429).

The branch length in the tree in FIGURE 2 reflects the extent
of differences from the other proteins. It is evident that
mammalian HV1s are closely similar to each other, whereas
invertebrate HV1s vary substantially, and HV1s in unicellu-
lar organisms have extremely divergent sequences. One
might predict that divergent sequences ought to manifest
divergent properties and functions. This prediction appears
to be borne out for the Karlodinium proton channel, kHV1,
which occupies the longest branch in the phylogenetic tree.
In fact, kHV1 differs dramatically from all other proton
channels thus far characterized in exhibiting substantial in-
ward current (see sect. VIA).

B. Nomenclature

No systematic nomenclature for proton channels yet exists.
Part of the reason for this may be that only one gene per
species has yet been identified. The official gene name ap-
proved by the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee
(HGNC) is italicized by convention, and the protein may be
given the same name, but not italicized. To maximize con-
fusion, the human gene is HVCN1, the rat or mouse gene is
Hvcn1, and in some other species (Ciona, Xenopus) it is
hvcn1. The first groups to identify proton channel genes
called the human gene product (i.e., the protein coded by
HVCN1) HV1 (416), the mouse product mVSOP, and the
Ciona intestinalis protein CiVSOP (432). The H in HV1 is
for the conducted ionic species, H�, not for human, so the
human variant should be called hHV1. The V subscript
means the channel is activated by voltage, and 1 indicates
that it is the first isoform in the species. The VSOP nomen-
clature designates Voltage-Sensor-Only Protein, histori-
cally arising from its discovery in the course of a search
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for VSP (voltage sensing phosphatase) homologs and
from the fact that the VSOP closely resembles the VSD
(voltage sensing domain) of many other voltage-gated
ion channels, but strikingly lacks an explicit pore domain
(cf. FIGURE 3). Despite the descriptive appeal of VSOP,
we reluctantly suggest that mHV1 and CiHV1 should
replace the original abbreviations for mouse and Ciona
proton channels. TABLE 2 summarizes some properties of
confirmed and selected suspected proton channel pro-
teins and suggests a unified nomenclature. The prefix
indicates the species, listed either as one lowercase letter
(common name) or two letters (genus and species) fol-
lowed by HV1 (e.g., hHV1 and HsHV1 are equivalent).
We believe that the V (voltage-gated) should be an up-
percase subscript, but journal editors (present company
excluded!) and lazy authors will likely have the last word
and change this into a lowercase “v,” just as they have
enforced incorrect nomenclature onto the FoF1-ATPase
field. To postpone the time when we run out of letters to
designate species, genus and species can be used, for ex-
ample, the channel in Coccolithus pelagicus is CpHV1
(489).

The human HVCN1 gene has an alternative initiation site at
Met21, which generates a “short form” channel comprising
253 amino acids instead of 273 (the first 20 are missing).

The suggested name for this splice variant would have the
format hHV1_v2 (splice variant 2) according to the HUGO
Guidelines for Human Gene Nomenclature (510). How-
ever, this cumbersome name would have two “v”s that
mean different things (voltage and variant). So, for the pres-
ent, it is listed in TABLE 2 as hHV1s, with the long form
implicit as the default meaning of hHV1. Thus far, hHV1s

has been identified only in human B lymphocytes and re-
lated cells (61, 62).

IV. THE PROTON CHANNEL MOLECULE

There is no evidence that any accessory proteins are re-
quired to associate with the HV1 molecule in order for it to
function. Proton conduction was observed when the hHV1
channel protein was purified and reconstituted into lipo-
somes (287).

Common features of proton channels include four pre-
dicted transmembrane (TM) segments (S1-S4) (416, 432),
intracellular N- and C-terminal domains (�50 residues),
and short linkers between TM helices, with high homology
in the S2-S3 linker. However, the recently identified dino-
flagellate (Karlodinium) proton channel has a long S1-S2
linker of 68 residues. Proton channels in chordates (includ-

FIGURE 3. Architectural features of K� channels, H� channels, and voltage-sensing phosphatases (VSP). The
top row shows the monomers from which the final oligomer (bottom row) is constructed. K� channels are
tetramers of subunits that each contain six membrane-spanning regions, of which S1-S4 comprise the voltage
sensing domain (VSD) and S5-S6 form the pore. S5-S6 regions from each subunit together form a single central
pore, which is surrounded by four VSDs (bottom panel). HV1 contains S1-S4 regions that are quite similar to
the K� channel VSD, but lacks a pore domain (416, 432). The proton channel is a dimer held together by
coiled-coil interactions in the C-terminal domain, in which each monomer has its own conduction pathway (259,
286, 497). Phosphorylation of Thr29 in the intracellular N terminus converts the channel from “resting mode”
to “enhanced gating mode” (117, 335, 352). The VSP has similar S1-S4 regions but lacks conduction. It
senses membrane potential and modulates phosphatase enzyme activity accordingly (348, 349). [From
DeCoursey (105).]
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ing Ciona intestinalis) appear to be dimeric (185, 259, 286,
497), mainly due to a coiled-coil region in the C terminus
that holds the dimer together (172, 185, 259, 286, 296,
359, 360, 497). Assembly of parallel �-helical coiled-coil
dimers was confirmed in the crystal structure of the hHV1 C
terminus (172, 296). HV1 in several unicellular organisms
(Karlodinium veneficum, a dinoflagellate, and Phaeodacty-
lum tricornutum, a diatom) lack predicted coiled-coil re-
gions (462), and thus are presumably monomeric. Another
proposed function of the C terminus is to direct localization
of HV1 to the membrane (296). Fujiwara et al. (172) pro-
posed that the C terminus influences channel activation by
direct mechanical interaction with the S4 segment.

TABLE 2 is arranged in descending order according to protein
identity with hHV1. The bold entries, many of which differ

drastically from hHV1, have been confirmed by heterologous
expression and voltage-clamp characterization. Notably,
many of these congregate near the bottom of the table, illus-
trating and confirming the high diversity among confirmed HV

channels (which is also apparent in FIGURE 2).

A. Modularity of the VSD

The discovery of HV1 as well as the VSP family of voltage-
sensitive phosphatases (FIGURE 3) strengthens the idea that
the VSD and the pore domains of voltage-gated ion chan-
nels can be considered modular (268, 329, 330, 376). At-
taching four VSDs to an ion channel pore domain confers
voltage sensitivity to channel opening and closing. A VSD
attached to an enzyme (a phosphatase) confers voltage sen-

Table 2. Nomenclature and protein features of selected members of the voltage-gated proton channel (HV1) family

Proposed
Name

Protein GI
Number

Protein
Identity, % Organism

Moleular
Mass, Da

Length,
amino acids

hHV1 34783432 100 Homo sapiens (human) 31,683 273
hHV1s 374834170 92.7 (Short form; “isoform 2”) 29,415 253
PaHV1 297692952 96.7 Pongo abelii (Sumatran orangutan) 31,756 275
MmHV1 380790623 93.8 Macaca mulatta (rhesus monkey) 31,554 273
pHV1 194042948 88.0 Sus scrofa (wild pig) 31,863 272
AmHV1 301754531 86.8 Ailuropoda melanoleuca (giant panda) 31,749 271
cHV1 296478571 86.2 Bos taurus (cow) 31,872 272
dHV1 345790859 85.3 Canis lupus familiaris (dog) 31,216 268
fHV1 355695395 82.8 Mustela putorius furo (ferret) 31,404 268
EcHV1 338727680 79.0 Equus caballus (horse) 33,309 288
mHV1 109809757 78.0 Mus musculus (mouse) 31,242 269
rHV1 109497399 68.1 Rattus norvegicus (Norway rat) 33,737 294
OcHV1 291406960 58.5 Oryctolagus cuniculus (rabbit) 43,090 391
GgHV1 71897219 53.5 Gallus gallus (chicken) 27,599 235
LaHV1 344297427 50.0 Loxodonta africana (elephant) 50,727 455
XtHV1 56789050 45.6 Xenopus (Silurana) tropicalis (Western

clawed frog)
26,575 230

XlHV1 56788929 43.6 Xenopus laevis (African clawed frog) 26,596 230
DrHV1 50539752 40.9 Danio (Brachydanio) rerio (zebrafish) 27,110 235
CiHV1 118344228 26.1 Ciona intestinalis (transparent sea squirt) 38,501 342
CsHV1 358341603 22.7 Clonorchis sinensis (Chinese liver fluke) 34,088 305
SpHV1 187282419 22.3 Strongylocentrotus purpuratus (purple

sea urchin)
37,483 328

EhHV1 JGI:631975 18.1 Emiliania huxleyi (coccolithophore) 37,389 339
PtHV1 219120098 16.1 Phaeodactylum tricornutum (diatom) 38,582 338
CvHV1 307105313 16.0 Chlorella variabilis (green alga) 50,746 480
CpHV1 304359300 15.2 Coccolithus pelagicus (coccolithophore) 36,281 325
kHV1 351694294 14.6 Karlodinium veneficum (dinoflagellate) 27,624 248

Characteristics of proton channel proteins are shown. The protein sequence identification (GI) numbers are from
the NCBI database, the E. huxleyi number (JGI) is from the Joint Genome database, http://www.jgi.doe.gov/.
Identity with the human protein is for full-length protein sequences, obtained from the “needle” option at http://
www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/emboss/align/ (EMBL-EBI). The isotopically averaged molecular mass of a monomer is
given using Protein Calculator v 3.3 (http://www.scripps.edu/�cdputnam/protcalc.html). Species for which the
expressed gene product has been confirmed in voltage-clamp studies to function as a proton channel are in bold
and include human (416), human Short form hHV1s (333), mouse and Ciona (432), purple sea urchin Strongylo-
centrotus (Y. Okamura, personal communication), two coccolithophores (489), a diatom Phaeodactylum tricornu-
tum (488), and Karlodinium (462).
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sitivity on enzyme activity (348, 349). The proton channel is
essentially a free-standing VSD; both the C and N termini
can be truncated, and the remaining molecule still opens
and closes in a voltage- and pH-dependent manner, and is
still proton selective (185, 259, 360). The “paddle motif,”
comprising parts of the S3b and S4 helices, has been shown
to be modular in the sense that large segments are transfer-
able among hHV1, CiVSP, and KV2.1 without loss of chan-
nel function (9).

The phylogram in FIGURE 4 illustrates the relationships be-
tween VSD from voltage-gated H� channels, mostly eu-
karyotic K�, Na�, and Ca2� channels as well as voltage-
sensing phosphatases (VSP) and a group of membrane pro-
teins without a known function, C15orf27. Only the VSD
(S1–S4 TM segments) was considered in this analysis. Given
the exclusion of the pore domains from the analysis, it is
surprising that channels of distinct selectivity fall mainly on
distinct branches. The selectivity filter is logically located in
the pore domain, yet the VSDs separate according to selec-
tivity! Evidently, ion selectivity is important enough evolu-
tionarily that once introduced, it was retained. The VSDs of
cation channels were “dragged along” as ion pores with

different selectivity evolved, because mixing and matching
between pores and VSDs is rare to nonexistent (S. M. E.
Smith, personal communication). The HV1/C15orf27/VSP
group is phylogenetically distinct from eukaryotic KV and
NaV/CaV channels. The HV1 family members occupy their
own branch. As we will discuss later (FIGURE 5), despite
these VSDs existing in separate branches, they do share a
number of intriguing key residues that seem to indicate a
universality of voltage-gating mechanisms.

B. Amino Acid Sequence Reveals Parallels
With the VSD of Other Voltage-Gated
Ion Channels

It came as a complete surprise that the proton channel mol-
ecule (FIGURE 3) so closely resembled the VSD of other
voltage-gated ion channels (416, 432). There are certainly a
number of differences, but there is substantial overall simi-
larity, especially in the S4 segment, which contains most of
the charged residues that have been shown to act as voltage
sensors in K� channels. A BLAST search reveals strong
similarities of HV with voltage-gated sodium and calcium
channels and a somewhat more distant relationship with
voltage-gated potassium channels.

FIGURE 5 shows amino acid sequence logos for the four TM
domains of 37 known or putative HV1 family members, and
for comparison, analogous logos for the C15orf27 family,
the VSP family, and a selection of KV channels. At any given
position, the frequency of appearance of a residue is indi-
cated by letter height. Where only a single letter appears,
that amino acid is completely conserved in all members of
the group. Of particular interest are residues that are con-
served among all HV1 sequences, but not other VSD-con-
taining molecules. For example, Glu119 (hHV1) appears
promising at first in being almost perfectly conserved
among HV1, but it is replaced by Gly58 in kHV1 (top row in
FIGURE 5), and thus is not indispensable for any function
that kHV1 can perform. Asp185 (hHV1), on the other hand,
is highly conserved among HV1 (sometimes being conser-
vatively replaced by Glu), but is absent in all other VSDs. It
participates in an external charge cluster in open hHV1
channels (267). Several amino acids are conserved among
all types of VSDs, and one expects that they must serve
similar functions in all families, and furthermore that these
functions are essential to the ability of any VSD to respond
to voltage. For example, acidic residues corresponding to
Glu153 (in S2) and Asp174 (in S3) in hHV1 are thought to
serve as counter charges that stabilize cationic charges in S4
in KV channels (35, 284, 396, 448, 493). Ramsey et al.
(415) showed that mutations that neutralize either of these
two residues in hHV1 shifted the gH-V relationship strongly
negatively. If we view changes in the position of the gH-V
relationship as reflecting the relative stability of closed and
open states, a negative shift indicates a more stable open
state of the mutants. Evidently, these acidic groups nor-
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FIGURE 4. Phylogenetic relationship between the proton channel
(HV1) family and other VSD-containing proteins. Unrooted phylo-
gram from a maximum likelihood analysis of 122 VSDs shows that
HV1 sequences appear on a branch distinct from other VSDs. The
phylogenetic analysis was performed on VSD sequences only and did
not include the cation channel pores or N and C termini. Sequences
are color coded: Kv, voltage-gated K� channel; Nav, voltage-gated
Na� channel; Cav, voltage-gated Ca2� channel; VSP, voltage-sensi-
tive phosphatase; C15orf27, protein of unknown function. Branches
with likelihood support values (a measure of confidence in a branch’s
appearance in a tree) �0.50 are collapsed. [From Musset et al.
(362).]
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mally stabilize the closed state of hHV1. Another univer-
sally conserved position is Phe150 in hHV1. The correspond-
ing Phe residue in KV channels is thought to form a hydro-
phobic seal, or external boundary of a “gating charge
transfer center” through which the S4 cationic charges
move successively during channel opening (486). Just inter-
nal to Phe150, Glu153 and Asp174 complete the gating charge
transfer center in hHV1. The extent to which S4 may move
in HV1 the way it does in KV channels is a very important
and as yet unresolved question that is discussed below.

All four families of VSD-containing molecules in FIGURE 5 (as
well as NaV and CaV channels) have highly conserved Arg or
Lys residues in S4, which are considered to be crucial elements
of the voltage sensing device. The precise numbers and posi-
tions of these cationic residues vary. Proton channels have
three Arg residues in S4, and these occur with fixed spacing,
RxWRxxR. In fact, the WRxxR pattern is one of the proposed
signatures of HV1 that was used to identify a dinoflagellate
HV, kHV1 (462). The extent to which these charged residues in
S4 comprise the voltage sensor of HV1 and are analogous to
those in other channels is discussed below.

A few of the �100 amino acids in the intracellular N ter-
minus (amino or NH2 terminus) of hHV1 (not shown in
FIGURE 5) have been assigned specific functions. A phos-
phorylation site at Thr29 in hHV1 (352) that is thought to be
responsible for enhanced gating of proton channels in acti-
vated phagocytes, is conserved in most species, exceptions
being Ciona, Karlodinium, and Strongylocentrotus. Al-
though phagocytes are absent in the unicellular Karlodinium,
Ciona has phagocytic amoebocytes (463) and the sea urchin
Strongylocentrotus has nutritive phagocytes (200), and both

species have the Nox2 NADPH oxidase isoform [Ciona Nox:
NP_001121595, Strongylocentrotus Nox: NP_001073020].
Also located in the intracellular N terminus is the site of the
first identified human mutation of hHV1, Met91 (233). As
discussed below (FIGURE 28), the M91T mutation alters the
position of the gH-V relationship at any given �pH. It is in-
triguing that, together with Thr29 (hHV1), two locations in the
N terminus distinctly alter gating, which one would expect to
involve mainly the TM segments. In the absence of structural
information, the mechanism by which the N terminus inter-
acts with the voltage gating machinery can only be speculated.

The crucial selectivity filter element in the middle of the S1 TM
segment, Asp112 in hHV1 (362) and Asp51 in kHV1 (462), is
universally conserved, without even a conservative Glu substi-
tution. Although Glu can replace Asp at this position without
loss of selectivity (362, 462) and the �pH dependence of gat-
ing is also preserved, D112E mutation of hHV1 altered gating
kinetics, and thus has distinct functional consequences that
may explain why evolution settled on Asp (362).

Functions for the other conserved residues in HV1 are less
well defined or unknown. It was suggested that Asn214

might act as the selectivity filter of the hHV1 proton channel
(496), based on loss of current in the N214R mutant, abo-
lition of current in N214C treated with the thiol modifying
reagent MTSET, and attenuation of WT H� current by
internally applied guanidinium ions (497). The correspond-
ing N264C mutant in CiHV1 conducted current that was
abolished by MTSET (185). In some alignments with the
K� channel VSD, this Asn residue corresponds with the
position of the fourth Arg, which is absent in HV1. Tom-
bola et al. (497) proposed that in the open state of the

FIGURE 5. Sequence logos derived from alignment of the primary sequences of the four TM segments of the
Karlodinium proton channel, kHV1 (top row) with the TM segments of 37 members of the HV1 family, 15 of
C15orf27, 15 of VSP, and 13 KV channels. The letter height (single letter amino acid abbreviations) in the
sequence logos shows the proportion of all sequences with a particular amino acid at that position. The overall
height of the stack indicates information content (439) or sequence conservation at that position (88). The
mean ( � SD) numbers of amino acids in the N and C termini are given to the left and right, respectively. The
examples numbered for each family are hHV1, human C15orf27, CiVSP, and Shaker for KV. [From Smith et al.
(462).]
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channel, the small polar Asn would move up to the constric-
tion that was previously occluded by the larger Arg resi-
dues, where it would allow protons but no other ions to
pass. However, the Okamura group found that in the mu-
rine mHV1, the equivalent N¡R mutation (N210R) did not
abolish current (428). Similarly, both N214R and N214D
mutants of hHV1 have been found to be proton selective
(362, 428). Finally, kHV1, EhHV1, and CpHV1 all have His
in this position (462, 489). In summary, a number of polar
and charged residues at this position are compatible with
proton selectivity. An even more compelling argument
against Asn214 (in hHV1) being the selectivity filter is that
truncation of the C terminus between R2 and R3 (i.e., re-
moving Asn210 altogether) did not abolish proton conduc-
tion (428).

Of the two His residues that contribute to Zn2� sensitivity
in hHV1 (360, 416), His140 is widely conserved, and the
somewhat more critical His193 is conserved in 13 mammals
and birds, but Asp or Glu appear at the corresponding
position in most aquatic species (Ciona, Danio, Strongylo-
centrotus, Xenopus laevis and Xenopus tropicalis, Sacco-
glossus, Trichoplax, Branchiostoma) with the exception of
Nematostella which has Asn. It is tempting to speculate that
the lower sensitivity to Zn2� predicted for the latter species
might reflect a desire on their part to survive despite higher
levels of ambient polyvalent metal cations. However, the
current levels of heavy metals in sea water are too low to
impair proton channel function significantly (76 nM Zn2�,
112 nM Ni2�, 14 nM Cu2�, 1 nM Cd2�, 21 pM La3�; Ref.
500), even were the channels directly exposed to sea water.

C. Are Eutherian Voltage-Sensitive
Phosphoinositide Phosphatases
Proton Channels?

Very recent evidence (476) suggests that human orthologs
of VSPs might function as proton channels. TPTE (Trans-
membrane Phosphatase with Tensin homology) and its
paralog TPTE2 contain a VSD. These proteins appear to
express preferentially in Golgi and not in plasma mem-
branes, so they cannot easily be studied electrophysiologi-
cally. However, chimerae comprising the S3-S4 TM seg-
ments of human TPTE/TPTE2 spliced into zebra fish
(Danio rerio) Dr-VSP were expressed at the plasma mem-
brane and generated voltage-gated proton current. Intrigu-
ingly, a His residue at the inner end of the S4 segment
appeared crucial to proton conduction; introducing His at
the corresponding position in Dr-VSP also produced proton
current (476).

D. Dimeric Expression

In 2008, three groups reported a variety of evidence all
pointing to the proton channel existing as a dimer (259,

286, 497), at least when the protein is expressed heterolo-
gously. FIGURE 6A illustrates that when HV1 is tagged with
green fluorescent protein, the fluorescence intensity decays
irreversibly in two discrete steps (497). FRET measure-
ments are consistent with dimer formation (259). Although
Western blots exhibit monomeric protein, reducing condi-
tions or use of cross-linking agents revealed dimers (259,
286). By taking precautions to limit the extent of disruption
of oligomers by high temperature, detergent, and proteases,
Petheő et al. (404) demonstrated distinct dimers in Western
blots from human neutrophil and eosinophil membranes,
confirming that the native proton channel also prefers to go
through life with a partner.

The dimer is held together mainly by coiled-coil interactions
of the intracellular C terminus (259, 286, 497), possibly
with some contribution from N-terminal interaction (185,
259, 497). Lee et al. (286) proposed that the outer ends of
the S1 region also interact in the dimer. The channel can be
forced to exist as a monomer, by removal of the C terminus
by mutation (259, 360) or by constructing a chimera using
the C terminus from a monomeric protein such as CiVSP
(497). The monomer still functions as a voltage-gated pro-
ton channel, showing that each monomer has its own con-
duction pathway. This observation raises the question why
the channel assembles as a dimer, when it can apparently
function as a monomer.

Proton channels in human, mouse, and Ciona intestinalis
appear to be dimers (259, 286, 359, 360, 497). The Karlo-
dinium channel kHV1 is suspected to be a monomer based
on indirect evidence: the kHV1 C terminus lacks any pre-
dicted coiled-coil domain, activation is exponential, and
Zn2� is a very weak inhibitor (462).

The physiological purpose of dimerization is not yet clear.
Perhaps it is something as mundane as stabilizing the pro-
tein in the membrane (359). Another possibility is that the
cooperative gating that occurs in the dimer (see sect. VD2)
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FIGURE 6. Photobleaching of GFP-tagged hHV1 occurs in two
distinct irreversible steps, indicating that the channel exists mainly
as a dimer. A: blue circles indicate individual channels that were
followed over time. B: time course of fluorescence intensity of one
spot (i.e., channel). C: illustrates that most channels bleached in two
steps. [From Tombola et al. (497), with permission from Elsevier.]
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confers some physiological advantage over the simpler gat-
ing of the monomer. Channel opening in the dimer is
slower, compared with the monomer (172, 259, 359, 360,
497), but more steeply voltage dependent; the gating charge
is twice as large in the dimer as in the monomer: 6 versus 3
e0 in CiHV1 (185) or 4 versus 2 e0 in mHV1 (172). In
phagocytes (see sect. VIII), an important function of proton
channels is to limit the extent of depolarization that results
from the electrogenic activity of NADPH oxidase. This en-
zyme is active during phagocytosis, and depending on the
stimulus, its activity may persist for a few seconds or up to
hours (118). In this setting, it is likely more important that
the proton channel has steep voltage dependence than that
it activates extremely rapidly (360). The steep voltage de-
pendence reduces the extent of depolarization that is re-
quired to open enough H� channels to compensate the elec-
tron current, thereby limiting the propensity of NADPH
oxidase to inhibit its own activity (120, 351).

E. Models of Dimeric Association

Three proposals for the location of the dimer interface have
been suggested. Lee et al. (286) observed crosslinking when
Cys residues were introduced at the outer end of the S1
segment, leading to the proposal that the two S1 helices face
each other at the dimer interface (FIGURE 7A). A very differ-
ent interface was required to explain the stronger effects of
Zn2� in WT dimeric hHV1 than in monomeric (C-trun-
cated) hHV1 (360). The two His residues in hHV1 that are
responsible for high-affinity Zn2� binding, His140 and
His193 (416), appear likely to form a high-affinity binding
site only at the interface between monomers in the dimer
(360), if the S2 and S3 segments from each protomer ap-
proach each other closely (FIGURE 7B). Because Zn2� ap-

pears to prevent channel opening (71), Zn2� binding at this
interface may prevent channel opening, perhaps by prevent-
ing the dimer orientation in FIGURE 7A that might allow
channel opening.

A very different model was proposed recently by Fujiwara
et al. (172). Based on intricate studies of the thermostability
of various constructs of mHV1, they concluded that direct
interaction between the TM domains in the dimer is not
responsible for cooperative gating. Instead, the coiled-coil
interaction that links the dimer also directly influences gat-
ing by mechanical interaction mediated by a continuous
extended rigid alpha helix encompassing both C terminus
and the S4 segment. When mutations interfered with the
coiled-coil interaction or when the C-terminal coiled-coil
domains were effectively “disconnected” from the S4 seg-
ments by inserting a flexible linker, cooperative gating was
prevented, as judged by the criteria of activation kinetics
corroborated by effective gating charge measurements. Re-
cently, subtle mutations in the C-terminal coiled-coil do-
main were shown to result in the channel assembling as a
trimer or tetramer (173), indicating that there is substantial
latitude in the interface among HV1 protomers required for
function. The dimeric channel exhibited much more distinct
sigmoidicity in activation than other oligomeric forms,
however, suggesting that cooperative gating is favored by a
specific interface.

V. KEY PROPERTIES OF HV1

A. Minuscule Unitary Conductance

It was recognized early that proton channels have a very
small conductance. Byerly and Suen (54) could not see sin-
gle-channel currents in excised patches of membrane from
snail neurons and concluded that the single-channel cur-
rents were too small to resolve. Nor did they detect an
increase in current noise (variance) at voltages where pro-
ton current was activated, most likely because the rapid
gating kinetics in Lymnaea required filtering at 1 kHz. A
study of human eosinophil membrane patches was facili-
tated by the much slower gating kinetics of hHV1. Cherny et
al. (75) could just detect single-channel currents of 7–16 fA
near Vthreshold in occasional favorable patches. The low fre-
quency range of gating kinetics enabled filtering at 10–20
Hz without loss of signal, but another factor was high seal
resistance (up to �5 T	), which is the most critical variable
in optimizing the signal-to-noise ratio in the low frequency
range (291). More useful information was obtained by
analysis of current variance. At voltages where proton cur-
rent was activated, the variance was greater by a factor of
100-fold or more than the background measured at sub-
threshold voltages (75). By analysis of current variance,
both unitary conductance and the maximal Popen could be
determined. Single-channel conductance increased as pHi

decreased: 38 fS at pHi 6.5, 140 fS at pHi 5.5, �220 fS at

FIGURE 7. Possible dimer interfaces for hHV1. A: cross-linking
between Cys residues introduced at several positions on S1 (red) led
to this dimer model (286). B: competition between H� and Zn2� for
a high-affinity binding site led to an alternative model. Apposition of
S2 (yellow) and S3 (green) segments allows the Zn2� binding resi-
dues His140 and His193 to approach each other closely enough to
form potential bidentate Zn2� binding sites. A recent study proposed
that the C terminus and the S4 helix form a single rigid helix through
which the C termini mediate cooperative gating and that any direct
interaction within the TM region is inconsequential to this process
(172). [From Musset et al. (359).]
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pHi 5.0, and �400 fS at pHi 4.1, but was independent of
pHo. The maximal Popen during large depolarizations was
�0.95 at pHi �5.5, decreasing to 0.75 at pHi 6.5. Extrap-
olated to physiological pHi 7.2 gives 15 fS at 20°C, which
scales to 78 fS at 37°C (75). The dependence on pHi but not
pHo is consistent with H� (not OH�) being the conducted
ion. That the unitary conductance is 3 orders of magnitude
smaller than most ion channels mainly reflects the low con-
centration of permeating ions (104); in most cells, [H�] is
�106 smaller than [K�] or [Na�].

B. Extraordinary Temperature Dependence

Byerly and Suen (54) compared H� and K� currents in
Lymnaea neurons and found that the H� conductance in-
creased much more strongly with temperature. The Q10 (the
change for a 10°C increase in temperature) of the H� con-
ductance is 2–3 in a variety of cells and species (54, 76, 112,
269), and increases at lower temperatures (112, 269).
Higher values, up to 5.3 at �20°C, were observed in excised
patches, which might be less subject to proton depletion
artifacts (112). The strong temperature dependence has
been interpreted as evidence that the conduction pathway is
not a simple water wire, that the rate-limiting step occurs
during permeation, and that the pathway includes at least
one titratable group (76, 112, 269).

Gating kinetics exhibit even stronger temperature depen-
dence than conductance (76, 112, 269, 416). Analyzed in
terms of a delay followed by an exponential rise for current
activation and single exponential decay for deactivation, all
three parameters (delay, �act, and �tail) had identical Q10

values of 6–9 (Ea 30–38 kcal/mol) (112). In contrast, most
ion channel gating processes have Q10 near 3. The similarity
of Q10 for these processes is consistent with a channel hav-
ing multiple subunits that undergo an identical, complex
conformational change during opening, with the reverse
transition in one subunit being sufficient to terminate con-
duction (112). Intriguingly, the hHV1 dimer expressed het-
erologously exhibits gating kinetics with a Q10 as large as
native proton currents (360, 416), but the Q10 of the C-ter-
minal truncated construct of hHV1 (presumed to be mono-
meric) is only half as large (360), suggesting that the coop-

erative gating of the dimer is more demanding energetically
than the monomer. For mHV1, WT and C-truncated con-
structs have similar Arrhenius slopes, perhaps reflecting
species differences that were detected in the C terminus
crystal structures (172).

C. Perfect Selectivity

A defining property of voltage-gated proton channels is
their essentially perfect selectivity (i.e., specificity) for pro-
tons. Specificity is vitally important for proton channels
because the physiological concentration of protons is �106

lower than that of K� or Na�, in and around cells. Without
specificity, HV1 currents would be contaminated by lesser
ions. In other words, if under physiological ionic condi-
tions, the relative permeability defined by the Goldman-
Hodgkin-Katz equation (Eq. 1) PH/PNa were �106, the con-
ductance would reverse closer to ENa than to EH, and would
be barely recognizable as a proton conductance. That esti-
mates of the relative permeability of the voltage-gated pro-
ton channel can be as low as 106 is the result of these being
conservative “worst-case” estimates (76, 109, 116, 124,
187, 250, 436); as will be seen below, the true selectivity is
much greater.

There are two ways to evaluate the selectivity of ordinary
ion channels, by conductance or by permeability. In princi-
ple, selective conductance could be determined by substitut-
ing another ion for protons on one side of the membrane,
and determining how much current that ion carries. It is not
possible to remove protons, because all aqueous solutions
have a finite proton concentration, not to mention the com-
plications arising from the �pH dependence of gating (see
sect. VE). H� currents can be recorded even at pHi 8.5,
where the permeating ion concentration is just �3 nM
(107). Therefore, the only way to quantify selectivity is by
relative permeability. Permeability to protons is determined
by measuring the reversal potential (Vrev) in solutions con-
taining different ions, and comparing it with the Nernst
potential for H� (EH). One can calculate from deviations
between Vrev and EH the relative permeability of other ions
present in the solution using the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz
voltage equation (184, 216, 221)

Vrev �
RT

F
log

PCl��Cl��i � PK��K��o � PNa��Na��o � PH��H��o

PCl��Cl��o � PK��K��i � PNa��Na��i � PH��H��i
(1)

where R, T, and F have their usual meanings, PX is the
permeability to ion X, and [X]i and [X]o indicate internal
and external concentrations of ion X. This equation shows
that the permeability of each ion, combined with its con-
centration, determines how large an effect it will have on
Vrev. When this calculation is carried out, the true proton

selectivity of HV1 is underestimated even when the resulting
values of PH/PX are 107 to 108 (74, 107, 114), because the
assumption that deviation from EH reflects permeation of
other ions is almost certainly incorrect. In numerous studies
(104), when liquid junction potentials are carefully cor-
rected, there is no detectable change in Vrev when the pre-
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dominant cation or anion is replaced, including small or
very large ions. Studies encompassing a wide range of pH
tend to indicate that the deviation of Vrev from Nernst in-
creases with �pH, and does not depend on specific pH (74,
124, 187, 250, 303). Thus deviations of Vrev from EH most
likely reflect imperfect control over pH, rather than selec-
tivity for other ions. Anyone who has carefully measured
Vrev of voltage-gated proton channels knows that the result
obtained depends strongly on careful minimization of pH
changes due to H� current during the prepulse, as well as
residual pH changes from pulses applied minutes earlier
(22, 99, 108, 113, 124, 187, 232, 250, 341, 355, 441).

Additional evidence for perfect proton selectivity was ob-
tained recently by measuring Vrev after reducing the ionic
strength by isotonic sucrose dilution (362), which classi-
cally defines whether a channel is cation or anion selective
(23). Reducing the ionic strength in the bath solution de-
creases the concentrations of all ions present, with the ex-
ception of H� and OH�, which are held constant by buff-
ering. If a channel is cation or anion selective, Vrev will shift
negatively or positively at low ionic strength, respectively
(23). For proton channels, even dilution of the ionic
strength to 90% sucrose, 10% salt did not change Vrev,
supporting proton selectivity, because pH remains constant
while all other ion concentrations are reduced. Until evi-
dence is produced that another ion can permeate, the pre-
sumption will remain that voltage-gated proton channels
are proton specific.

The precise mechanism by which perfect proton selectivity
is achieved is not yet clear. Conventional ion channels have
an aqueous pore that is thought to include a narrow region
in which water or ions are constrained to move in single file
and interact with the pore wall (216). Ion selectivity may
result from steric factors, i.e., how well the dehydrated ion
fits the pore (264), and electrostatic effects, e.g., negative
charges in the pore wall promote cation selectivity. Perme-
ation requires the ion to travel the length of the pore. For
ordinary ions, permeation also requires that any water mol-
ecules or other ions in a single-file region of the pore must
also permeate to clear the pathway. But protons are not
ordinary ions, as will be discussed next.

1. Mechanisms of proton selectivity: the
hydrogen-bonded chain

According to the classical proposal of Nagle and Morowitz
(365, 366), if one or more of the elements in a HBC is a
titratable group, the channel could be proton selective. If
permeation occurs only by sequential protonation/deproto-
nation of one or more sites, proton selectivity is ensured.
Before the hHV1 gene was identified, a number of properties
of proton currents were determined, all of which seemed
consistent with the proton conduction pathway being more
complex than a simple linear row of water molecules, as is
found in gramicidin channels. In fact, comparison of the

permeation properties of voltage-gated proton channels
with those of proton conduction through gramicidin be-
came a paradigm (106). Thus, compared with gramicidin,
the reduction of proton current in heavy water (D2O) was
greater in voltage-gated proton channels (7, 78, 107), the
temperature dependence of the proton conductance was
much greater (7, 77, 112, 269), and the proton selectivity
was tremendously greater than for gramicidin (104, 363). A
natural explanation was that the conduction pathway
through HV1 included at least one titratable residue (113).
In practice, identifying such a residue proved to be elusive.
Ramsey et al. (415) systematically mutated 33 amino acids,
including all ionizable residues in or near all four putative
TM segments of hHV1, but identified no single mutation
that abolished proton conduction.

Before continuing, one might ask whether experimental ev-
idence exists to support the prediction that a HBC that
includes one or more titratable residues can be proton se-
lective. We will examine several examples that may clarify
the extent to which this is the case, and then return to the
selectivity filter of the voltage gated proton channel.

2. Histidine as a selectivity filter

Perhaps the clearest example of a single titratable residue
producing proton selectivity is found in mutants of the VSD
of traditional voltage-gated ion channels. In an elegant se-
ries of studies, Dorine Starace, Enrico Stefani, and Pancho
Bezanilla individually mutated each of the four key Arg
residues that are known to sense membrane potential in the
S4 segment of the Shaker K� channel VSD (469–471). The
S4 segment is thought to move outward through the mem-
brane upon depolarization, resulting in channel opening,
but normally the VSD does not itself conduct current. The
view that emerges from these and many other studies is that
in the closed channel the outermost Arg (R1) is retracted
toward the inner side of the membrane and is positioned at
a constriction or focal point of what is essentially an hour-
glass of water molecules. The advantage of this architec-
tural feature is that the membrane electrical field is concen-
trated across a small distance (35, 65, 471, 529). Upon
depolarization, S4 slides outward and the four Arg residues
ratchet past the constriction so that in the fully open state,
the fourth Arg (R4) resides at the constriction. In the native
protein, no current flows past the constriction in open or
closed states of the VSD “gating pore.” When R1 was mu-
tated to histidine, the VSD became a proton channel that
was conductive at negative voltages (470). When R4 was
mutated to histidine, a proton-selective current was ob-
served at depolarized voltages at which the central K� pore
opens (469). These results are explained beautifully if the
constriction is so narrow that there is aqueous access on
both sides and if the presence of a histidine residue precisely
at the constriction enables protonation on one side and
deprotonation on the other, resulting in proton-selective
current. When R2 or R3 were mutated to histidine, the
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molecule behaved as a proton carrier, with the histidine
being protonated and shuttling protons across the constric-
tion during random, stochastic gating movements that are
most probable in the middle voltage range where transitions
between open and closed states occur frequently (471).
When R1 was mutated to residues other than histidine,
voltage-gated nonselective cation current was observed
(494). Finally, the I287H mutation in the S2 segment and
I241H in S1 also produce proton current (57). The com-
bined evidence strongly suggests that a single histidine res-
idue at a narrow point in an otherwise aqueous pore can
produce proton selectivity.

In the NaV1.4 skeletal muscle Na� channel VSD, a compa-
rable mutation to the outermost Arg in S4, R666H, results
in a proton-selective conductance (473), which causes hy-
pokalemic periodic paralysis (248, 464). Surprisingly, gua-
nidinium� was reported to permeate this mutant, although
Na� permeation was undetectable (464), suggesting that
the proton selectivity is not absolute (but for an alternative
explanation, see sect. VC5). Similarly, the analogous muta-
tion in the NaV1.5 cardiac muscle Na� channel VSD to the
outermost Arg in S4, R219H, causes anomalous inward H�

leak current as well as dilated cardiomyopathy and related
electrical problems (188).

A second, rather different example of histidine facilitating
proton transfer is found in the active-site cavity of human
carbonic anhydrase II (CA-II), which has a turnover rate
near 106 s�1 (457). During catalysis of CO2 to HCO3

�, a
proton is generated that is exported through the active-site
cavity into bulk solution, a distance of �15 Å (150). The
catalytic rate of CA-II is limited by the proton transfer step
(472). Located midway between the active site and the sur-
face of the enzyme, His64 is thought to shuttle these protons
(472, 499). The H64A mutant still functions in catalysis,
but in the absence of buffer, proton transfer dependent
turnover is reduced 20-fold (499). This kinetic defect can be
overcome by derivatives of imidazole and pyridine as pro-
ton acceptors/donors, which rescue catalysis (11, 499). The
imidazole side chain of His64 appears to alternate between
two orientations, pointing towards the reaction center or
outward toward bulk solution (159, 367). Finally, micro-
molar Cu2� and Hg2� inhibited the native enzyme but not
the H64A mutant, and Hg2� was found to bind to His64

(151). Together, these results strongly suggest that in the
native enzyme, His64 acts as an efficient proton shuttle
(499). Additional evidence that histidine shuttles protons
effectively comes from the least efficient carbonic anhydrase
isoform, CA-III. In this enzyme, Lys occupies the position of
His64 in CA-II. Replacing Lys64 in CA-III with His increases
the catalytic rate severalfold, as does simple addition of
imidazole buffer (241). Intriguingly, replacing Lys64 in CA-
III with either Asp or Glu increased the internal proton
transfer rate 20-fold (411), indicating that in this enzyme,
Asp and Glu transfer protons even more efficiently than

His. However, despite its considerable facilitation of proton
transfer, His64 does not act as a selectivity filter. Catalysis
requires rapid translocation of both CO2 and HCO3

� (sub-
strate and product, or vice versa in the reverse reaction)
between the reaction center and the external solution dur-
ing each reaction cycle. The nonselectivity of the CA-II pro-
ton channel likely reflects its geometry. Rather than being a
narrow, single-file cylinder like the archetypal gramicidin A
channel, the side chain of His64 is �8 Å from that of Gln92,
directly across the active-site cavity (456). Clearly, proton
selectivity requires a narrow lumen in addition to a titrat-
able group.

The third example is the proton channel for which the se-
lectivity mechanism has been most widely studied and de-
bated, the influenza A virus M2 channel (FIGURE 8). The M2

channel is a homotetramer of 96-amino acid monomers,
that is strongly proton selective (79, 301, 344), but re-
cently was shown to have detectable permeability to
other cations (288, 331, 402). The precise value obtained
for PH/PK (TABLE 1) is lower (104 to 105) at low pHi and
when low pHi is maintained for an extended period of time
(seconds to minutes) (W. F. DeGrado, personal communi-
cation). The key residue His37 mediates activation of the
conductance (i.e., channel opening) at low pH (511) and
also is essential to the proton selectivity (504). The arrange-
ment of the tetramer results in all four His37 pointing to-
wards each other in the conduction pathway. The pore is
thought to be narrow and water-filled, with a constriction
at the tetrad of His37 residues (406). Two main schools of
thought surround the selectivity mechanism of the M2

viral exterior

viral interior

Val27 valve

Ala30, Ser31

Ala34

Entry cluster

His-box

Bridging cluster

Trp-basket

Exit cluster

Asp44, Arg45

FIGURE 8. Molecular anatomy of the M2 proton channel trans-
membrane domains. Three of the four monomers that form the
channel are shown as gray ribbons. The tetrad of His37 residues are
orange; red spheres are water molecules. The “entry cluster” com-
prises six waters, four of which are hydrogen bonded to the His37.
The two waters in the “bridging cluster” are also hydrogen bonded to
the His. The permeating proton is thought to be delocalized among the
His box and associated water clusters. Black lines indicate hydrogen
bonds. [From Acharya et al. (2).]
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channel: the “frozen water” model and the “histidine shut-
tle” model. Sansom and colleagues proposed that immobi-
lized water would allow protons, but presumably no other
ions to permeate (165, 431). Intriguingly, two-dimensional
infrared spectroscopy indicates that water in the M2 chan-
nel is immobilized (icelike) at high pH, but “melts” at low
pH, becoming more liquid and capable of conducting pro-
tons (178). Pinto et al. (406) proposed that the outwardly
directed imidazole nitrogen of neutral His37 is protonated,
creating a charged species. Subsequent deprotonation of the
inwardly directed ring nitrogen releases a proton to the
inside, followed by a ring flip (His tautomerization) to re-
store the deprotonated nitrogen to the proximal side. This
mechanism is strongly reminiscent of the HBC hop-turn
mechanism (FIGURE 1). This hypothesis was supported by a
“chemical rescue” study in which proton conduction was
restored in three His37 mutants (H37G, H37S, H37T) by
addition of imidazole (504). Thus H37G was a poorly se-
lective cation channel, but proton permeation and selectiv-
ity increased with the introduction of imidazole (504). Sev-
eral studies have modeled M2 conduction and concluded
that obligatory successive proton transfer and release by
His37 can account quantitatively for experimental data
(225, 253, 282, 450, 537). Protonation of the His37 tetrad is
supported by the high in situ pKa values, with the first
through fourth being 8.2, 8.2, 6.3, and �5.0 [somewhat
lower estimates were obtained with different membrane
composition (226)]; the third protonation event “activates”
the conductance (227, 408). Charge is stabilized in the “His
box” (FIGURE 8) either by low barrier hydrogen bonds be-
tween the His37 (227, 450) or through the formation of
numerous dipolar interactions involving carbonyl-bound
waters and water-mediated aromatic interactions (2, 225).
In the latter mechanism, the conducted proton is delocal-
ized among the four His37 and nearby waters (2). Strong
evidence for the His37 shuttle mechanism was provided by
NMR measurement showing rapid interchange between
protonated and deprotonated states of imidazole nitrogens
(226). The latter mechanism does not eliminate any possi-
bility of a role for water; a water molecule might transiently
invade the His cluster, and assist passage of the proton from
a more outwardly focused to inwardly focused nitrogen.
Only very sophisticated experiments or calculations will be
able to discriminate among these possibilities.

A fourth example arises from the surprising recent discov-
ery that although the Ciona intestinalis VSP (FIGURE 3)
displays no channel-like activity, the human equivalents,
TPTE and TPTE2, appear to function as proton channels
(476). TPTE (but not TPTE2) has even lost its phosphatase
activity, which suggests that some evolutionary advantage
is conferred by its residual proton channel function. Be-
cause these molecules traffic to Golgi and not plasma mem-
branes in mammalian expression systems, their proton
channel function was examined in chimerae of S3-loop-S4
from TPTE or TPTE2 inserted into DrVSP (Danio rerio,

zebra fish VSP). Proton conduction was abolished by mu-
tation of a single His residue near the inner end of S4.
Furthermore, the DrVSP was transformed from noncon-
ducting to proton channel activity by inserting His at the
corresponding location, R171H (476).

In addition to, or perhaps as a consequence of, the ability of
His to shuttle protons, a role in buffering protons has been
suggested in H�-ATPases. In one of two H� half-channels
in the E. coli ATP synthase, His245 may capture protons
near the channel entrance, by virtue of having a pKa near
physiological pH (129). Intriguingly, H245C is dysfunc-
tional, but H245C � D119H (a “second site suppressor”
mutation) restores function (502), suggesting that His and
not Asp can serve this function. A comparable role of cap-
turing protons has been suggested by R. Fillingame for Lys
in the H�-ATPase of alkalophilic bacteria (214), where the
higher pKa of Lys would be required to buffer protons at
high ambient pH. In addition to Lys, several nearby amino
acids in combination help to capture and translocate pro-
tons: Glu, Gly, and Arg. The cationic charge of the con-
served and required Arg keeps the proton from overstaying
its welcome (214, 507).

3. Mechanisms of proton selectivity: the frozen
water hypothesis

The suggestion that water immobilized inside the M2 pore
might enable proton-selective conduction was mentioned
above. Another channel we will consider is a synthetic chan-
nel (LSLLLSL)3; this channel is proton selective despite al-
together lacking formal charges (283). Selectivity was eval-
uated by the ability to detect single-channel currents; thus
the value given in TABLE 1 is a lower limit. It is generally
considered that proton selectivity in this case results from
water molecules that are confined in the narrow pore,
whose mobility is predicted by molecular dynamics (MD)
calculations to be greatly restricted (418). MD simulations
of a narrow cylindrical hydrophobic pore indicate that
when the diameter is reduced to 4 Å, the water molecules
are confined to single-file and proton conduction is in-
creased by an order of magnitude over wider pores (43).
Intriguingly, increasing the diameter slightly to 5 Å allows a
Zundel (or Huggins) cation (H5O2

�) to lodge sideways in
the pore (43), possibly blocking conduction. MD simula-
tions support the possibility of the frozen water mechanism
for the (LSLLLSL)3 channel, but result in a maximal con-
ductance for H� that is just �1,120 times greater than for
K�, pointing to the possibility that this channel may con-
duct other cations (526).

4. Other proton-selective channels

A large number of molecules conduct protons with less than
perfect selectivity. TABLE 1 lists proton-conducting mole-
cules for most of which estimates exist of the relative per-
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meability of protons and other ions. Some provide clues to
how proton selectivity might be achieved. For example, the
human TRPM7 channel is proton selective, and it loses
conduction when Asp1054 is mutated to Ala, whereas the
D1054E mutant conducted well. A nearby Glu1052 appears
also to contribute to proton conduction, and these two
acidic groups comprise the proposed selectivity filter of this
channel (386). Where possible, key residues that are crucial
to proton selectivity are listed in TABLE 1. There appear to
be a preponderance of Asp and Glu residues, although His
occurs as well.

An unusual case is aquaporin, which normally does not
conduct protons or any other ions. In rat aquaporin 1,
mutating a single Arg195 residue to valine (28, 524) or to
serine (295) results in proton conduction with moderately
high selectivity (TABLE 1). The Arg195 is located at the nar-
rowest part of the channel, the “selectivity filter” with a
diameter of 2 Å, which ensures single-filing of waters. The
R195V mutation appears to eliminate electrostatic repul-
sion and, in addition, increases the diameter to an extent
that in R195S, two waters could squeeze through the con-
striction (69, 295). These mutants appear to be examples of
narrow pores in which a specific arrangement of amino
acids enables preferential H� permeation presumably
across a water wire, while discouraging, but not completely
excluding other ions.

Another interesting case is channelrhodopsin-2, which con-
ducts H� much better than other monovalent cations, but
its selectivity doubles during the photocycle (32). Other
molecules with a preference for protons, but who are not
perfectly faithful (and whose degree of infidelity has not
been quantified), include an H�-coupled oligopeptide
transporter OPT3 (153), diphtheria toxin channels (430),
H�-induced current through a sugar transporter SGLT1
(36) and a proton-coupled folate transporter SLC46A1
(501), Semliki Forest virus envelope protein (437), and a
serotonin transporter (58).

A distinction could be made between proton-conducting
channels and proton binding sites. The binding selectivity
for protons can be quite impressive, e.g., �109 for H�

over Na� for F-type ATPases (262). ATP synthases (H-
ATPases) may be driven by Na� or H� gradients. The
proton-coupled variety binds H� with high specificity at
a conserved Asp or Glu residue. Selectivity of binding
exceeds 108 because the pump is driven by H�, but not
Na� when their concentrations differ by �108 (200 mM
Na� at pH 9) (410). Remarkably, given specific geometry
and other interacting residues, Glu can also form a Na�-
selective site. Krah et al. (262) point out that given its
pKa, glutamate intrinsically binds H� selectively in solu-
tion with �100 	M affinity, but binds Na� negligibly.
Size restriction and a hydrophobic local environment
also enhance H� over Na� specificity (262). The MotB

component of the flagellar motor transduces a proton
gradient into flagellar rotation. Crucial to this process is
Asp32 (in E. coli), which binds protons and transfers
them through the proton channel (538). Of 15 substitu-
tions, only D32E preserved function (538).

5. Mechanism of proton selectivity of hHV1

The proposal that Asn214 might act as the selectivity filter of
the hHV1 proton channel (496) was discussed previously
(see sect. IVD). The selectivity mechanism of the voltage-
gated proton channel was reevaluated recently, by compar-
ing hHV1 with C15orf27 (FIGURE 4), a structurally similar
molecule of no known function that lacks measurable con-
ductance in heterologous expressions systems (362). Five
key candidate residues (Asp112, Asp185, Asn214, Gly215, and
Ser219) were swapped between molecules to attempt to
abolish conduction in hHV1 and induce it in C15orf27.
Four of the five hHV1 mutants retained H�-selective con-
duction, but D112V lacked clear current, suggesting that
Asp112 was crucial to proton conduction. In a series of
Asp112 mutants, most (D112A, D112N, D112S, D112H,
D112F) still conducted current, but with substantially re-
duced proton selectivity. In fact, ionic strength reduction
experiments showed that all were anion selective! As illus-
trated in FIGURE 9, lowering the external ionic strength by
dilution with isotonic sucrose shifted Vrev positively, indi-
cating anion selectivity. Sucrose dilution lowers the concen-
trations of all external ions, except H� and OH�, which are
still buffered. The reversal potential Vrev will shift nega-
tively for a cation-selective channel and positively for an
anion-selective channel (23). Anion permeation was con-
firmed by replacing CH3SO3

� with Cl� (FIGURE 10) which
shifted Vrev negatively, demonstrating Cl� permeability for
all mutants, except D112E. Thus a single amino acid sub-
stitution converted the proton specific hHV1 into an anion
channel!

In view of the above examples of His shuttling protons
(see sect. VC2), perhaps the most surprising result was
that D112H conducted Cl�, apparently in contrast with
the proton-selective Arg¡His mutants of the K� channel
VSD (469 – 471). The explanation may be revealed by the
consequence of neutralization of the key residue. When
Asp112 is neutralized, the result in almost all cases is a
nonselective anion channel. In contrast, when R1 of the
K� channel VSD is neutralized by mutation, the result is
a nonselective cation channel (495). Although in both
systems a His residue is positioned at a likely constric-
tion, the residue that was replaced by His could hardly be
more different, acidic Asp or basic Arg. There are at least
two ways to interpret this phenomenology. One possibil-
ity is that the hHV1 channel leading up to Asp112 may
exclude cations, and the role of Asp112 would be the
exclusion of anions. Alternatively, Asp112 in the open
channel may interact with one or more cationic groups, for
example an S4 Arg residue (267). A conserved Arg residue
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in several types of H�-ATPases is thought to lower the pKa

of the crucial Asp residue transiently to promote H� release
during transport (47, 155). When Asp112 is neutralized, this
would leave uncompensated positive charge, which would
result naturally in anion selectivity. From this perspective,
the anion selectivity of the D¡H mutants seems not para-
doxical, but predictable.

In previous studies, the anion versus cation selectivity of
nonselective receptor-activated channels could be switched
by mutating one (63, 252) or a few amino acids (175, 195).
In some cases, the principle mechanism of charge selectivity
appears to be simply electrostatics, a negatively charged
channel selects for cations, and vice versa (252). Carland et
al. (63) found that mutating a Pro in a human GABA recep-
tor channel to anionic Glu produced a cation-selective
channel, whereas mutating it to cationic Arg resulted in
anion selectivity.

A contribution of Arg211 to the proton selectivity of hHV1
was proposed recently (30). Most R211x mutants, when
expressed in amphibian oocytes, appeared to be permeable
to guanidinium� (CH6N3

� or, informally, Gu�) when ap-
plied at 100 mM at pH 8, because outward currents were
observed in all 15 mutants studied, but no current was seen
in the WT channel. This effect was reported only at pH 8,
not at lower pH. However, in a mammalian expression
system, robust outward currents are clearly evident in both
R211A (FIGURE 11A) and WT channels (FIGURE 11B) at
symmetrical pH 8 with 100 mM GuCl. Perhaps the selec-
tivity of the human channel, hHV1, is altered when it is
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FIGURE 10. Identification of the selectivity filter of hHV1. The re-
placement of Asp112 by serine converts the human proton channel
hHV1 into an anion channel. Tail current measurements at symmet-
rical pH 5.5 with �130 mM TMA� CH3SO3

� in pipette and bath (top)
and after bath replacement with TMA� Cl� (bottom) reveal that Vrev

shifted nearly �50 mV, indicating higher permeability to Cl� than to
CH3SO3

�. In each, a 4-s depolarizing prepulse activated the conduc-
tance, then the voltage was stepped back to a range of voltages in
10-mV increments to determine the zero current potential, Vrev.
[Unpublished figure by Deri Morgan, from a study reported in Mus-
set et al. (362).]
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FIGURE 9. Ionic strength dilution with isotonic sucrose reveals
that the D112A/D185M mutation of hHV1 results in anion selec-
tivity. Tail current reversal potential measurements are shown at
several levels of dilution of the bath solution. Bath and pipette solu-
tions contained �130 mM TMA� CH3SO3

� at pH 7.0 and 5.5,
respectively. The control Vrev (A) is far from EH, which is �87 mV,
but not significantly different from that in D112A mutants (362).
Dilution of the external solution shifts Vrev progressively positively.
[Unpublished data by Deri Morgan, from a study reported in Musset
et al. (362).]
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expressed in Xenopus laevis oocyte membranes at high pH.
The apparent Gu� permeation of R211S may parallel the
anomalous Gu� permeability of the R666H mutant of the
NaV channel VSD (464), which is predominantly proton
selective (473) and is not detectably permeable to other
monovalent cations (464). The rationale for using Gu� was
that it resembles the side chain of Arg, which passes through
the “gating pore” repeatedly during normal channel open-
ing. Despite the elegance of this scenario, and given that
GuCl is a chaotropic agent that efficiently denatures pro-
teins and interferes with hydrogen bonds (148), it is impor-
tant to determine whether Gu� permeation signals a general
loss of selectivity, or is anomalous. Several considerations
indicate that Gu� does not permeate by a normal mecha-
nism: 1) Gu� is a notorious protein denaturing agent,
2) Gu� is not a physiological ion, 3) no physiological ions
permeate WT HV1, 4) cations smaller or larger than Gu� do
not permeate, and 5) Gu� drastically alters gating. The
R211H mutant, for example, is not detectably permeable to
K�, Na�, Li�, TMA�, or Cl� (361). The mechanisms by
which Gu� denatures proteins are under debate, but in-
clude replacing waters that are bound by proteins, reor-
ganizing local water networks, and altering or disrupting
hydrogen bonds between water and the protein (148,
326). One may envision Gu� “tunneling” its way
through the channel by local denaturation, rather than
being conducted by the normal route. That Gu� perme-
ation is anomalous is shown directly by the fact that Gu�

dramatically alters gating. At symmetrical pH with 100
mM Gu�, the open conformation of the R211S construct
is stabilized; its g-V relationship was shifted �100 mV
more negative than during H� permeation (30). This is
an exceptionally dramatic “permeant ion effect” com-
pared with those observed in other ion channels (171,

449, 481, 503). In any case, Arg211 is not required for
proton selectivity because truncation of the C terminus of
mHV1 between the second and third Arg in S4 did not
abolish proton conduction (428).

The dinoflagellate proton channel kHV1, despite fairly ma-
jor differences from hHV1 and only 15% amino acid iden-
tity, has an analogous selectivity filter at Asp51 in the middle
of the S1 helix. As in hHV1, the Asp¡Glu mutation pre-
serves H� specificity, and neutralizing mutations produce
anion selectivity (462). The similarity of the effects of mu-
tations suggest that this is a general property of voltage-
gated proton channels, and consequently, must serve a spe-
cific function. Given that only the WT hHV1 or kHV1 chan-
nels and their Asp¡Glu mutants were perfectly proton
selective, proton selectivity evidently requires a carboxylic
acid at a critical location in the pathway. Nevertheless, the
precise mechanism of selectivity remains unclear. Existing
evidence does not establish with certainty that the conduc-
tion mechanism involves successive protonation and depro-
tonation of the carboxyl group during H� permeation. It is
conceivable that the acid (Asp or Glu) creates a local envi-
ronment in which structured or trapped water molecules
mediate proton conduction.

6. Can H� and OH� currents be distinguished?

It is surprisingly difficult to distinguish H� and OH�

permeation through a channel. Under all conditions,
these ions have identical Nernst potentials, and they also
share equal and opposite concentration gradients. Fur-
thermore, their flux has identical effects on pH on both
sides of the membrane. For example, voltage-gated pro-
ton currents extrude protons and increase pHi, which can
be detected with pH-sensing dyes. However, OH� influx,
which would be driven identically by the same electro-
chemical potential, would similarly increase pHi. Perme-
ation of OH� in frog skeletal muscle has been concluded
from measurements at pH 10 (505), where protons are
scarce. Similarly, (C6F5)2Hg acts as an electrogenic OH�

carrier, with conductance proportional to [OH�] from
pH 6 –9 (38). Channels that allow OH� efflux (or H�

influx) are also found in freshwater algae, Chara spp.
(309). In these channels, OH� efflux seems more plausi-
ble because transport is insensitive to pHo where H�

would be the substrate if it were the conducted species.
The pH near the outer membrane surface also rapidly
increases to 10.0 –10.5 or higher during transport, which
translates to 30 –100 pM H� as substrate (309). In con-
trast, pHi is 8.1– 8.4, so as substrate [OH�] would be
1.3–2.5 	M (309). Intriguingly, the H�/OH� channels of
Chara were shown recently to be inhibited by Zn2� (8).

The strongest experimental evidence supporting H� (rather
than OH�) permeation through WT HV1 is the increase in

R211A WT HV1

2 s

200 pA

A B

FIGURE 11. Guanidinium (Gu�) is not an effective blocker of hHV1.
Families of currents in COS-7 cells expressing R211A (A) and wild-
type hHV1 channels (B) during pulses applied in 10-mV increments
up to �50 mV from a holding potential of �40 mV. Both cells were
studied in whole cell configuration in symmetrical solutions contain-
ing 100 mM GuCl at pH 8.0. (Unpublished data by Vladimir V.
Cherny.)
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single-channel conductance when pHi is decreased, com-
bined with the lack of dependence on pHo. Lowering pHi

from 6.5 to 4.1 increased the unitary conductance progres-
sively from 38 to 400 fS (75). Changes in pHo had no effect;
if OH� were the permeant species, one would expect sensi-
tivity of the unitary conductance to pHo but not to pHi. The
deuterium isotope effect on conductance is substantially
larger than for proton/deuterium conduction through
gramicidin channels (7, 78), the archetypal water-filled
pores (292), which also indirectly supports H� rather than
OH� permeation, at least OH� permeation by hydrody-
namic diffusion (104, 107).

The distinction between H� and OH� permeation
through voltage-gated proton channels has been consid-
ered mainly a technical question, bordering on sophistry,
but was recently reawakened by the discovery of anion-
selective hHV1 mutants that in addition have substantial
permeability to H�/OH� (362). Several neutralizing mu-
tations of Asp112 resulted in loss of proton-specific con-
duction and gain of substantial anion permeability. Ionic

strength reduction indicated a strong preference for an-
ions. For a 90% reduction in ionic strength, Vrev would
shift �58 mV for a perfectly anion-selective channel. For
all mutants studied, the shift was less. Traditionally, such
deviations are interpreted to mean that while the channel
is preferentially permeable to anions, it conducts some
cations as well (23). However, the lack of discernable
change in Vrev when the main external cation TMA� was
replaced with either smaller (Na� or K�) or larger (TEA�

or N-methyl-D-glucamine�) cations argues against signif-
icant cation permeability (362). Vrev in these mutants
changed in the “right” direction when pH was varied, but
less than in the WT channel, so they evidently conducted
anions and H�/OH�. Both observations could be ex-
plained by postulating that the mutant channels have
significant permeability to either H� or OH� or both. But
which is permeant? The Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equa-
tion (184, 216, 221) can be viewed as setting the rules for
competition among possibly permeant ions for domina-
tion of Vrev, each ion trying to push Vrev toward its own
Nernst potential

Vrev �
RT

F
log

PCl��Cl��i � PCH3SO3
��CH3SO3

��i � POH��OH��i � PTMA��TMA��o � PH��H��o

PCl��Cl��o � PCH3SO3
��CH3SO3

��o � POH��OH��o � PTMA��TMA��i � PH��H��i

(2)

Here we see the difficulty in separating permeation of H� and
OH�. The usual approach to determining selectivity is to vary
the concentrations of ions and measure Vrev, but changing pH
changes both EH and EOH simultaneously and identically.

One approach is to compare the shift of Vrev when su-
crose is introduced at pHo 5.5 or 7.0. If OH� is per-
meant, changes in [OH�] should have greater impact on
Vrev (eq. 2) at pHo 7.0, where [OH�] is 32 times larger
(and [H�] is 32 times smaller) than at pHo 5.5. This
argument also works from the opposite perspective: in a
situation where there is greater relative effect of OH�,
Vrev will be changed less by sucrose substitution, because
[OH�] will remain constant as other anions are diluted.
Consistent with this hypothesis, the shift of Vrev pro-
duced by 9:1 dilution with isotonic sucrose was smaller
(and therefore the relative effect of OH� was larger) at
pHo 7.0 than at pHo 5.5 for all mutants tested (except for
D112K) (362). Another strategy is to force H� and OH�

to compete in the presence of a third permeant species,
such as Cl�. Sucrose dilution effects should be larger in
Cl� than in CH3SO3

� solutions, because Cl� is more per-
meant than CH3SO3

�. This prediction was also borne out
for all anion-selective mutants except D112N where the
shifts were similar. Finally, substituting Cl� for CH3SO3

�

should shift Vrev more at pHo 5.5 than at pHo 7.0. This
prediction, too, was borne out in all six anion-selective
mutants. Thus the data all point to a high OH� permea-
bility of the mutants.

In a single-file channel, outward H� flux and inward
OH� flux both likely occur by a Grotthuss mechanism,
or “prototropic transfer” (289). H� moves in water by
hopping from H3O� to H2O, whereas OH� conduction
occurs when OH� extracts a proton from a nearby H2O.
The latter process involves proton transfer between
neutral and negatively charged species, and thus seems
more reasonable for an anion-selective channel. The im-
plication of this conclusion is that D112x mutant chan-
nels are essentially completely anion selective, conduct-
ing OH� in addition to more conventional anions. Thus
HV1 is a single amino acid away from being an anion
channel.

A useful generality is that proton transfer through water
is most likely mediated by traditional Grotthuss proton
hopping when the pKa of donor and acceptor are both
acidic (pKa �7), but occurs by proton “hole” (i.e., OH�)
migration when the pKa �7 (421). The proton hole con-
cept simply reiterates that OH� permeation occurs by
protons hopping between neutral waters and OH�,
rather than by bodily diffusion of the OH� anion; the
conductivity of OH� in water is sufficiently high (422)
that it clearly reflects a more efficient process than hydro-
dynamic diffusion (87, 90, 141, 228, 289). Applying this
principle to hHV1, we see that the central role of Asp112

in proton selectivity of (WT) hHV1 channels also favors
H� rather than OH� permeation, because its pKa is likely
quite low.
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D. Voltage-Dependent Gating

1. Does S4 in HV1 move the way it does in KV and
NaV channels?

In most voltage-gated Na� or K� channels the S4 TM seg-
ment has a run of positively charged residues (Arg or Lys) at
every third position. Mutations that replace some of these
residues with neutral amino acids result in gating with
weaker voltage sensitivity, implicating the four outermost
Arg residues as crucial to voltage sensing (4, 299, 304, 397,
400, 448, 474). These results suggest that the charged resi-
dues contribute to voltage sensing, but do not directly prove
that they move in response to voltage. Some mutations of
uncharged amino acids have similar effects (306, 321, 460).

Overwhelming evidence that the charged residues in the S4
segment move across the membrane during gating has been
provided by Cys scanning studies. In this approach, individ-
ual amino acids are mutated to Cys, and the resulting mol-
ecule is treated with membrane-impermeant MTS (methane
thiosulfonate) reagents. These reagents can be applied from
either side of the membrane to reveal which residues are
accessible to external or internal solutions, and during test
pulses or at negative voltages to evaluate accessibility of
open or closed channels, respectively. Any modification of
the current is taken as an indication that the site is accessi-
ble. These studies indicate movement of S4 during gating,
by virtue of state-dependent changes in accessibility in both
Na� and K� channel VSDs (16, 278, 529, 531, 536). Struc-
tural studies are also consistent with substantial S4 move-
ment during gating (244, 245, 305). Lanthanide-based res-
onance energy transfer (LRET) confirms S4 movement dur-
ing gating, but also indicates that rotation and tilt
contribute to the accessibility changes (64).

Rather than requiring that these charged groups move all
the way across the membrane, strong voltage dependence is
accomplished in part by the existence of aqueous crevices
that focus the electric field across a narrow isthmus. The
most dramatic demonstration of this phenomenon was the
series of Arg¡His mutants generated by Starace, Bezanilla,
and Stefani (469–471) and described earlier (see sect.
VC2). They mutated each of the four outermost Arg resi-
dues (R1-R4) in the Shaker K� channel VSD and found that
each mutant transported H� across the membrane. The
R1H mutant conducted H� current at negative voltages; the
R4H mutant conducted H� current at positive voltages;
and at intermediate voltages the R2H and R3H mutants
were H� carriers. Two important conclusions can be
drawn: 1) the S4 segment moves outward during channel
opening (relative to the rest of the molecule and/or the elec-
tric field), and 2) in the R1H and R4H mutants the His
residue was accessible to both internal and external solu-
tions simultaneously. Therefore, when a charged group
passes the constriction, it has effectively crossed most of the
membrane electrical field. There is some voltage drop across

the aqueous access pores, depending on their dimensions
(189), but the electrical field is nonetheless highly concen-
trated.

We now ask to what extent S4 in HV1 behaves the way it
does in other voltage-gated ion channels. Molecular dy-
namics simulations based on homology models that predict
HV1 structure by mapping its sequence onto the crystal
structures of the VSD of K� channels tend to agree that the
general picture of an hourglass of water molecules that
narrows to a central constriction applies also to HV1 (170,
267, 415, 521). A closer look produces signs of some sig-
nificant differences from the K� channel VSD. First of all,
the HV1 S4 helix has only three Arg residues that align with
R1-R3 or R2-R4 or R3-K5 of K� channels, depending on
who does the alignment (9, 106, 170, 185, 330, 415, 428,
432, 462, 521); other alignments are also plausible. The
contribution of the three S4 Arg residues to gating charge is
best determined from the limiting slope of the gH-V rela-
tionship plotted semi-logarithmically (10, 454, 455). Esti-
mates of the gating charge range from 5.4–8.0 e0 for native
proton currents (rHV1) (107, 108), to 4.1 e0 for mHV1
(172), and 6.0 for expressed hHV1 (185, 355). The effective
gating charge in Shaker K� (4, 235, 383, 440, 448) and
Na� channels (217) is 12–14 e0, about twice as large, con-
sistent with four subunits that must undergo a conforma-
tional change before the channel opens, compared with two
for HV1 (see sect. VD2). The Larsson group reported that
each of the three Arg residues in CiHV1 contributes mea-
surably to voltage sensing (186). On one hand, this result is
not surprising, in view of the analogous function of the
outermost four Arg residues in the S4 segment of voltage-
gated K� channels. On the other hand, the extent to which
S4 of HV1 moves outward during channel opening was
called into question by a study in which the mHV1 channel
was truncated at the C-terminal end as far into S4 as be-
tween the second and third Arg residues, and this mutant
still exhibited voltage-gating, Zn2� sensitivity, and H� se-
lectivity (428). It is difficult to reconcile this result with the
view that S4 moves as far in HV1 during channel opening as
it apparently does in K� channels.

Three studies have examined accessibility of S4 residues in
HV1, two using Cys scanning. Sakata et al. (428) combined
cysteine scanning with glycosylation (“PEGylation-protec-
tion” assay, described in Ref. 308) and found that the S4
segment of mHV1 is inaccessible to a maleimide reagent
between Gly195 and Arg204 (murine numbering, corre-
sponding with Gly200 and Arg208 in hHV1), with partial
accessibility on either side of this: from Glu192 to Lys194 and
Val205 (428), as illustrated in FIGURE 12. This appears to
indicate a long stretch of 10–14 buried residues. Gonzalez
and et al. (185) evaluated accessibility of S4 residues in
CiHV1 using Cys scanning combined with functional mea-
surements. Their studies identified residues with external
access preferentially in open channels including A246C,
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I248C, and V252C (corresponding to E197, L199, and
I203 in hHV1), completely inaccessible residues L256C and
V259 (L206 and V209 in hHV1), and residues with internal
access preferentially in the closed state I262C and N264C
(I212 and N214 in hHV1). This study therefore indicates a
small region that includes the middle S4 Arg residue that is
inaccessible in all states (shaded dark gray in FIGURE 12).
The stretch of residues that are inaccessible changes in
closed and open states (arrows in FIGURE 12); in the closed
state, inaccessibility spans A246 to V259 (E196 toV209 in
hHV1), while in the open state inaccessibility includes L256
to N264 (L206 to N214 in hHV1). State-dependent acces-
sibility confirms that S4 moves outward during HV1 chan-
nel opening. The perfect agreement of the mHV1 inaccessi-
ble region with that deduced for CiHV1 in the closed state
suggests that the channel was closed in the former measure-
ments. In summary, both Cys scanning studies reported a
band of inaccessibility roughly a dozen residues wide (185,
428).

Roughly similar accessibility was deduced in Cys scanning
studies of voltage-gated Na� and K� channels. If we focus
on the basic S4 residues, two Arg are inaccessible from
either side in closed and open states for HV1 (FIGURE 12).
For K� channels, one Arg is buried in closed and four in
open states (16, 278). For Na� channels, only the outer-
most Arg is buried in closed and none in open states: R3 is
externally accessible, while R4 is internally accessible (529),
although R4 and R5 have reduced accessibility (530). Four
caveats with all such accessibility studies are as follows:
1) the Cys-reactive molecule used as an accessibility probe is
much larger than a proton or ordinary ion, and is therefore
prone to underestimating aqueous accessibility from the
vantage point of a hydronium ion or a proton; 2) the pre-
sumption is that the mutation does not affect the global
structure of the protein; 3) intermediate gating states may

have different accessibility; and 4) more specifically, one
must assume that the most stable open and closed configu-
rations of the mutant channel correspond with those occur-
ring in the WT channel. Nevertheless, a quite different and
less invasive approach that eschewed the use of mutations
confirms this general picture. By measuring the reduction of
measured gating charge at low ionic strength, Islas and
Sigworth (234) concluded that the solvent-inaccessible sep-
tum was 3–7 Å in length.

According to MD simulations of HV1, there is a narrow
central region, perhaps 5–10 Å long, filled with immobile
water molecules (415, 521). This ice jam would presumably
prevent access of MTS reagents, and possibly even monova-
lent ions, but not protons, as is obvious from the empirical
fact that protons permeate HV1 channels! That Cl� and
even CH3SO3

� can permeate D112x mutants (362) may
indicate that these mutations melt the ice or alter the open
state. For example, if Asp112 normally faces a cationic
charge, electrostatic attraction would tend to narrow the
pore, but in D112x mutants the pore might relax to a wider
diameter. MD simulations support this intuition (361).

Not surprisingly, using a proton (or more accurately, a
hydronium ion, H3O�), as a probe, rather than MTS re-
agents, produces a more generous degree of accessibility
than does Cys scanning. The Arg¡His mutations of the KV

VSD were consistent with a single residue exposed to both
external and internal solutions simultaneously, both in
open and closed states (469–471). A slightly different pic-
ture emerged from studies of hHV1 in which each of the S4
Arg residues was mutated to His (361). In contrast to the
hyperpolarization-activated inward H� current in Shaker
VSD (470), there was no hint of inward H� current in the
closed state of hHV1 with the R205H mutation. Accessibil-
ity was also evaluated by Zn2� effects on the Arg¡His
mutants. Both R1 (Arg205) and R2 (Arg208) were accessible to
the external solution, whereas R3 (Arg211) was accessible to
the internal solution, even in the open state. MD simulations
supported the external accessibility of R1 and R2 in the
open state. Keeping in mind the caveats listed above, these
results (FIGURE 12) do not support the idea of immobile
waters filling a long stretch of the hHV1 pore. In addition,
they do not support a large excursion of S4 during channel
opening. If we assume that R1 resides in the charge transfer
center in closed hHV1 channels, then at most, R1 and R2
may cross the constriction or gating pore during opening,
with R3 interacting with Phe150 in the open state.

How far does S4 move in K� channels? Accessibility studies
provide evidence for fairly large S4 movements (478).
MacKinnon and colleagues proposed that the charged res-
idues in S4 of the Shaker K� channel VSD move through a
“gating charge transfer center” (486), with an upper
boundary corresponding to Phe150 in hHV1 (cf. FIGURE 5).
This Phe is highly conserved, not only in K� and Na� chan-

← closed →              
← open →         

FIGURE 12. Accessibility of S4 residues in open and closed HV1
channels. Cys scanning with MTS reagents was done in CiHV1
(185). Residues in CiHV1 that were externally accessible preferen-
tially when the channel was open (i.e., measured at positive voltage)
are orange; residues that were internally accessible preferentially
when the channel was closed (i.e., measured at negative voltage)
are green; residues not accessible in either state are red. Yellow
shading indicates state-dependent accessibility; gray complete inac-
cessibility. Minimum stretches that are inaccessible in closed or
open states deduced from the CiHV1 MTS data are indicated by
arrows. For mHV1, presumably in the closed state, PEGylation as-
says indicated residues with full accessibility (blue), partial accessi-
bility (brown), and inaccessibility (red), with shading indicated partial
(gray) or complete (dark gray) inaccessibility (428). For hHV1, Zn2�

inhibition of currents produced by Arg¡His mutants indicated exter-
nal accessibility (orange) and internal accessibility (blue) of open
channels (361).
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nel VSDs, but also in HV1, and in fact in all classes of VSD
containing molecules (462); it thus makes an excellent ref-
erence point. [The only other universally conserved residues
are Asp174 (hHV1) 
 Asp316 in Shaker and Arg208 
 Arg371

in Shaker.] A recent study by Papazian’s group revealed that
the first Arg in S4 (R1) resides in the charge transfer center
in closed channels, and the fifth (K5) is there in the open
state (300). A systematic study using Cys scanning of S4 in
Shaker to form Cd2� bridges revealed at least a 12 Å dis-
placement of S4, with 4 Arg moving past the F290 hydro-
phobic seal (212). Similarly, in the Na� channel VSD, at
least three S4 Arg residues appear to move completely
across the hydrophobic seal region (533). If S4 in hHV1
moves as indicated by His scanning (361), with R1 at the
charge transfer center in closed and R3 there in open chan-
nels, this would constitute only half the movement that
occurs in the K� channel VSD. In summary, existing evi-
dence, which admittedly is somewhat sparse for HV1, sug-
gests that S4 movement in HV1 is less extensive, probably
roughly half that of S4 in K� channels. This difference may
reflect the smaller number of charged residues in S4 in HV1
than in Na� and K� channels. In the open state, Na� and
K� channels are stabilized by external and internal charge
networks (239, 305, 396, 478). If gating required all three
Arg in S4 of hHV1 to move past Phe150, none would be left
inside. Our model shows that the open channel is stabilized
by robust charge clusters in both external and internal re-
gions, precisely because Arg211 remains in the internal clus-
ter (361).

After focusing on minutia of putative S4 movement in HV1,
we should step back and recall two important differences.
First, in other channels, S4 movement is linked to a confor-
mational change in the S5-S6 helices that results in pore
opening (FIGURE 3). In HV1, S5 and S6 are absent alto-
gether, and although S4 movement presumably results in
channel opening, we do not know what “open” means for
HV1. The recent proposal that S4 is rigidly connected to the
C-terminal domain, the coiled-coil interaction of pairs of
which mediates cooperative gating of the HV1 dimer (172),
raises questions about how similar S4 movement needs to
be or could be to that in other channels. The second major
distinction is that gating in HV1 is strongly regulated by
�pH (see sect.VE), and thus, S4 movement itself must be
regulated by �pH in a way that does not occur (at least not
to the same extent) in other channels. Alternatively, after
both protomers have undergone an activating conforma-
tional change, a concerted gating step must take place,
which is regulated by �pH and is required for channel open-
ing.

2. Interactive gating in the dimer

Gating refers to the tendency of ion channels to behave as
though they exist in distinct open or closed states. The
physical mechanisms that produce conducting and non-
conducting states can be envisioned in various ways,

most simply as physical occlusion of the pathway, at least
for ordinary ion channels. Proton pathways may be gated
by subtler mechanisms. For example, proton uptake into
cytochrome c oxidase of Rhodobacter sphaeroides may
be regulated by conformational adjustments in the side
chain of Asn139 that allow or disallow formation of a
water wire (213). Such a proton pathway was disrupted
entirely by the substitution of the hydrophobic Val resi-
due at this position. A “water-gated” mechanism was
proposed for cytochrome c oxidase, in which redox-de-
pendent electric field-induced orientation of water chains
switches proton conduction between two pathways at
appropriate times in the pump cycle (518), although this
idea was later challenged (532). At present, the gating
mechanism (i.e., the distinction between conducting and
nonconducting states) of hHV1 is unknown.

Like voltage-gated K� channels, proton channels are
strongly voltage sensitive and open with depolarization.
The current turns on with a sigmoid time course, reminis-
cent of Na� or K� channels (FIGURE 13, A versus B). Proton
channels even exhibit the “Cole-Moore effect” (86), which
means that holding the membrane at more negative poten-
tials increases the sigmoidicity of current turn-on during a
depolarizing pulse (113). The sigmoidal activation time
course suggests that despite the fact that both protomers in
the dimeric proton channel have their own conduction
pathway, both must undergo an opening transition before
either can conduct (185, 360).

In species in which it is a dimer, including human, mouse,
and Ciona intestinalis (259, 286, 359, 360, 497), the proton
channel can be forced to express as a monomer by truncat-
ing the C terminus, both N and C termini, or by replacing
the C terminus with the C terminus of Ci-VSP (cf. FIGURE
3), which is believed to exist as a monomer (260). Because
each monomer has its own conduction pathway, this pro-
vides a rare opportunity to observe the gating of each
monomer separately. There are several intriguing differ-
ences in the behavior of monomeric and dimeric (WT)
channels. FIGURE 13A illustrates that dimeric WT hHV1
channels activate sigmoidally, whereas when the channel
is expressed as a monomer, activation is exponential (FIG-
URE 13B). It is noteworthy that the monomeric construct
activates substantially faster than does the dimer for both
mHV1 (259) and hHV1 (359, 360, 497) (FIGURE 13, A
versus B); evidently opening is a more cumbersome pro-
cess in the dimer. The gH-V relationship is less steep with
a slightly more positive midpoint in monomeric than di-
meric constructs (359, 497).

Several types of evidence support the idea that the two
protomers interact during gating in CiHV1 (185) and hHV1
(359, 360, 498). Based on studies with dimers assembled
from various combinations of mutations, Tombola et al.
(498) proposed that the protomers gate individually, but
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when one opens, strong positive cooperativity increases the
probability that the second will follow suit. On the other
hand, the E153C mutation was found to shift the gH-V
relationship by �50 mV, but tandem dimers of one E153C
protomer and one WT protomer resulted in a gH-V relation-
ship essentially in the WT position, indicating that the
protomer least likely to open determines when either will
conduct (498). Further support for the idea that neither chan-
nel can open until both have undergone an opening transition
is shown in FIGURE 13C. Gonzalez et al. (185) introduced a
fluorophore in the S4 segment and observed changes in fluo-
rescence during channel opening (FIGURE 13C). The fluores-
cence change (red trace) was slightly faster and had an expo-
nential time course, whereas the simultaneously recorded H�

current (black) time course was sigmoid and lagged slightly.
Raising the fluorescence signal to the power of 2 (green)
roughly matched the time course of the current, as would be
predicted for a Hodgkin-Huxley-type n2 gating mechanism
(220). These results are nicely explained if both subunits
(monomers) must undergo a conformational change before
either one can conduct current. Gating appears slightly
more complex than an n2 gating mechanism in native pro-

ton channels, because no single fixed exponent reproduced
proton current kinetics at all voltages, at least in rat alveolar
epithelial cells where the optimal exponent ranged 1.1–2.0
(74) or in neutrophils where currents were fitted by ex-
ponents 1.5–2.0 (111). The relatively brief delay and
slow, nearly exponential rising phase of proton currents
is consistent with each monomer undergoing a conforma-
tional change, followed by a concerted opening step
(222, 360).

The effective gating charge estimated from the limiting
slope of the gH-V relationship (10, 455) is �6 e0 (electronic
charges) for native rat proton channels (107, 108), for
hHV1 expressed in HEK-293 cells (355), and for CiHV1
expressed in Xenopus oocytes (185), or �4 e0 for mHV1
expressed in HEK-293 cells (172). In comparison, the gat-
ing charge for Na� or K� channels is 12–14 e0 (4, 217, 235,
383, 440, 448). That the monomeric channel has only half
the effective gating charge of the WT dimeric channel, 3 e0

for CiHV1 (185) or 2 e0 for mHV1 (172), strongly supports
the idea that both protomers must open before either can
conduct. If the protomers in the dimer opened and closed
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independently, the dimer would have the same gating
charge as the monomer.

Cooperative gating of other voltage-gated ion channels is
understandable. They have multiple VSDs each of which
undergoes conformational changes that are relayed me-
chanically to a single centrally located conduction pathway.
Precisely how cooperative gating might occur in a dimer
with two conduction pathways is not obvious. Tombola et
al. (498) made the intriguing observation that E153C mu-
tation produced a �50 mV shift of the gH-V relationship,
but that this shift did not occur in the C-truncated mono-
meric channel. They concluded that Glu153 might be in-
volved in coupling between monomers in the native dimeric
channel. More recently, the C terminus was proposed to
mediate cooperative gating (172). The interactions that
comprise cooperative gating in HV1 remain incompletely
understood.

E. �pH-Dependent Gating

Like voltage-gated K� channels, proton channels are
strongly voltage sensitive. Unlike most other channels,
however, the voltage activation curve is extremely sensitive
to the permeant ion concentration, i.e., the pH on either
side of the membrane. A systematic study of rHV1 in rat

alveolar epithelial cells by Cherny et al. (74) revealed that
the gH-V relationship shifts 40 mV/unit change in �pH,
regardless of whether pHo or pHi is changed. This relation-
ship can be summarized in various ways. A convenient
equation is (74)

Vthreshold � 20 � 40 
pH mV (3)

where Vthreshold is the “threshold” voltage at which distinct
proton current is first observed. Because this formulation
assumes that pH control is perfect, which is never true in
practice, a tighter correlation can be obtained by (107)

Vthreshold � 0.76Vrev � 18 mV (4)

where Vrev is the measured reversal potential. A slight vari-
ant of this relationship, illustrated in FIGURE 14 (blue line),
described all native proton currents reported up to 2003,
including 15 cell types (104). All of these proton channels
shared identical �pH dependence. This property is a hall-
mark of voltage-gated proton channels and a key to their
function.

Despite the universal applicability of �pH-dependent gat-
ing, certain qualifications to Eq. 4 should be noted. First,
Vthreshold is an arbitrary parameter, because gH is a contin-
uous function of voltage. Second, Vthreshold may be more
positive than the predicted value if solutions contain con-
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taminant polyvalent metal cations (74). Most labs routinely
include EGTA (along with excess Ca2�, if one is concerned
about this cation) as a precaution. Finally, several situations
are known in which the relationship in Eq. 4 does not apply.
We will therefore generalize Eq. 4 to encompass all known
situations

Vthreshold � slope � Vrev � offset (5)

It is significant that thus far, the slope appears to be con-
stant, and only the offset varies. Ramsey et al. (415) gener-
ated and evaluated 30 different hHV1 mutant channels and
found that the offset varied widely (by �200 mV), but the
slope never deviated far from 40 mV/unit pH (in terms of
Eq. 3), with the minor exceptions of the N-terminal trun-
cation (28 mV) and R211A (53 mV). The constancy of the
slope likely reflects the importance of the �pH dependence
of gating to the function of all voltage-gated proton chan-
nels. Such a critical function is evidently guarded by a ro-
bust mechanism to ensure failure avoidance.

TABLE 3 summarizes several situations in which offset dif-
fers from Eq. 4. A naturally occurring alteration in hHV1
offset was first identified in the enhanced gating mode (see
sect. VIIID) in human eosinophils (19). “Activation” of
proton channels shifts offset in professional phagocytes by
�40 mV compared with channels in unstimulated cells
(115, 117, 354). When hHV1 or mHV1 is expressed heter-
ologously in HEK-293 or COS-7 cells, Vthreshold tends to be
somewhat more negative than in native proton currents
(233, 355, 415, 416), for reasons that remain obscure. The
naturally occurring human mutation M91T shifts Vthreshold

positively by �30 mV, decreasing the likelihood of channel
opening (233). A recent reevaluation of published data
from mollusks produced different slopes for pHi and pHo

(323), which might indicate a modified mechanism. Fi-
nally, kHV1 in a dinoflagellate (Karlodinium veneficum)
has a radically different offset, activating at voltages 60
mV more negative than all other proton channels (462).
The effect of this aberrant offset is to produce a substan-
tial voltage region in which inward H� currents are acti-
vated. The stark contrast of this behavior with HV1 in all
other species led to the proposal that the fundamental
functions of proton channels in dinoflagellates were different
than in other species, in which the fundamental function de-
duced from design details is acid extrusion from cells. The
proton channel in dinoflagellates is well suited to signaling
functions and mediating action potentials (462) (see sect.
VIA).

V. S. Markin devised a simple model to account for the �pH
dependence of proton channel gating (74). This model pos-
tulated titratable groups that sensed pHo and pHi and spec-
ified rules that govern the accessibility of these sites. The
expectation of this model is that if the pH sensing sites could
be identified and mutated, the “Rule of Forty” (the 40 mV
shift per unit change in �pH) should presumably no longer
apply. Ramsey et al. (415) tested this prediction by mutat-
ing dozens of titratable residues in the hHV1 molecule, and
with two exceptions (see above), all mutants still obeyed the
Rule of Forty. Either multiple sites are involved, or a fun-
damentally different mechanism must exist. Ramsey et al.
(415) proposed that “protonated waters in the central crev-
ice electrostatically interact with S4 arginine residues,”
thereby communicating local pH to the voltage-sensing
mechanism. The mechanism of pH sensing, despite its cen-
tral importance to all known functions of the channel, re-
mains mysterious.

Table 3. The �pH dependence of voltage-gated proton channels in various situations

Cell Type Slope Offset, mV Reference Nos.

Rat alveolar epithelium 0.76 �18 107
Native proton current (15 cell types) 0.79 �23 104
Phagocyte (enhanced gating mode) Approximately 0.63 Approximately �22 104
WT hHV1 in HEK-293 0.82 �13 416
WT hHV1 in COS-7 or HEK-293 0.66—0.73 �9 to �11 355
WT hHV1 in HEK-293 — �7 415
WT hHV1 in COS-7 cells 0.78 �2.1 233
M91T hHV1 in COS-7 cells 0.81 �34 233
Karlodinium veneficum, kHV1 0.79 �37 462
Mollusc (pHo) 1.35 �60 323
Mollusc (pHi) 0.5 �8 323

The relationship between Vthreshold and Vrev in each case was fitted by linear regression, and the fitted values
of slope and offset are defined in Eq. 5: Vthreshold 
 slope � Vrev � offset. The parameter values for enhanced
gating mode are from a limited data set and should be considered approximate. Values for rat alveolar
epithelium are a subset of “native proton current.” The final entries are from a reevaluation of data originally
published in 1984 in Lymnaea stagnalis (53) and 1986 in Helix pomatia (130), which resulted in different
slopes for changes in pHi and pHo (323).
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F. Pharmacology: Inhibition by Zn2�

Most ion channels can be inhibited by a variety of organic
and inorganic substances, and many are exquisitely sensi-
tive to specific peptides such as venoms and toxins that
evolved specifically for that purpose. In contrast, there are
almost no organic inhibitors of proton channels. Several
weak bases give the illusion of inhibiting proton channels
by permeating the membrane in neutral form, and depleting
intracellular protons (104, 113, 318, 325). Several antide-
pressants (imipramine, amitriptyline, desipramine, and flu-
oxetine; IC50 2.1–5.8 	M) and dextromethorphan (IC50

51.7 	M) were reported recently to inhibit proton currents
in the BV2 microglial cell line (465, 466). There was no
change in Vrev or shift of the gH-V relationship, arguing
against an indirect effect due to pH changes by these weak
bases. Application at various pH indicated that the intracel-
lular charged form was active. Because the IC50 values were
determined at pHo 7.3, pHi 5.5, the active drug form would
be concentrated at the active site in the cell �63-fold by the
pH gradient (370).

The classical HV1 inhibitor is the zinc ion, which is active in
its divalent form, Zn2� (71). Thomas and Meech (492)
found that several polyvalent metal cations (Zn2�, Cd2�,
Cu2�, La3�, and Co2�) inhibited proton current, and Mar-
tyn Mahaut-Smith (314) showed that Zn2� was 80-fold
more effective inhibiting H� currents than Ca2� currents in
Helix neurons. This observation was important because at
that time, many scientists (including this author) harbored
suspicions that proton channels per se did not exist and that
proton currents were conducted through other ion chan-
nels. Demonstrating inhibition by Zn2�, and to a lesser
extent Cd2�, became de rigueur in any characterization of
proton currents in a new cell type. With the relentless dis-
covery of proton channels in new species, especially those
evolutionarily remote from humans, mammals, or even ver-
tebrates, it was inevitable that Zn2�-insensitive proton
channels would crop up, and indeed they have. CiHV1 in
the humble sea squirt, Ciona intestinalis, is 27 times less
sensitive than mHV1 in the mouse (432). Even weaker Zn2�

sensitivity is exhibited by two unicellular marine species,
Emiliania huxleyi (489) and Karlodinium veneficum
(S. M. E. Smith, B. Musset, D. Morgan, V. V. Cherny, A. R.
Place, J. W. Hastings, and T. E. DeCoursey, unpublished
observations). This situation should not be a cause for
alarm, unless of course, one is characterizing putative pro-
ton currents in a human cell type. After all, Zn2� does not fit
into a crucial constriction and sterically occlude the conduc-
tion pathway like a toxin, but simply binds at a relatively
exposed location. The inhibitory effects in hHV1 are almost
completely eliminated by mutating two His residues, His140

and His193 (360, 416), and thus it is not surprising that
species whose proton channel protein lacks one or both of
these His might be insensitive.

The inhibition of mammalian proton currents by Zn2� has
provided a wealth of information about the channel. Like
divalent metal cation effects on virtually all voltage-gated
ion channels (146, 182, 216), Zn2� slows activation (chan-
nel opening) and shifts the gH-V relationship positively, at
least in mammalian HV1. To a first approximation, these
effects can be viewed as reflecting electrostatic effects of the
metal cation on the voltage sensor, as proposed by Franken-
haeuser and Hodgkin (169) at the suggestion of Andrew F.
Huxley. The membrane potential is sensed as being more
negative than its actual value, and consequently, more de-
polarization is required to open the channel. Although re-
ality is more complicated (146), this mechanism helps or-
ganize one’s thinking on the general effects of metals on
gating. Metal cations also tend to reduce the maximum
conductance (gH,max) possibly by neutralizing negative
charges at the membrane or protein surface and conse-
quently lowering the local cation concentration (180, 215).
It seems clear that Zn2� binds specifically to the channel,
because it has a distinct additional slowing effect on activa-
tion not shared by Cd2�. The slowing of �act by Cd2� in rat
rHV1 (71), but not in Lymnaea stagnalis LsHV1 (53), can be
fully accounted for by assuming that all kinetic parameters
are shifted along the voltage axis by the same amount as the
gH-V relationship. In contrast, after this “correction,” Zn2�

still produces slowing in rHV1 (71). The relative potency of
Cd2� is 30 times less than Zn2� for shifting the gH-V rela-
tionship, but �100 times weaker for slowing �act (71). The
relative potency of several polyvalent metal cations on
mammalian cells or snail neurons, derived from data from
several sources is (98): Zn2� � Cu2� � La3� � Ni2� �
Cd2� � Co2� � Mn2� � Ba2�, Ca2�, Mg2� 
 0.

A different sequence may apply to other species. In fact,
kHV1 is more sensitive to La3�, Cu2�, and Ni2� than to
Zn2�, but none of these is very potent (D. Morgan, B.
Musset, S. M. E. Smith, V. V. Cherny, A. R. Place, J. W.
Hastings, and T. E. DeCoursey, unpublished observations).

The effects of Zn2� on mammalian HV1 are extraordinarily
sensitive to pHo (71), as illustrated in FIGURE 15. For ex-
ample, reducing pHo from 6 to 5 decreases the apparent
potency of Zn2� for slowing activation by 100-fold, and
that for shifting the gH-V relationship by 230-fold (71).
Viewed as competition between H� and Zn2� for a binding
site, and considering several possible types of competitive
interaction led to the conclusion that the data were de-
scribed well by postulating a site comprising 2–3 titratable
groups with pKa 6.2–6.6, most likely histidine (71). When
the human gene was identified (416), two His were indeed
identified that were exposed to the external solution and
which together accounted for most of the Zn2� sensitivity.
A complication arose when Susan M. E. Smith produced a
homology model of the hHV1 molecule. The two His resi-
dues, His140 and His193, were too far apart to coordinate
Zn2� between them. When the channel was found to as-
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semble as a dimer (259, 286, 497), a possible solution to
this contradiction presented itself. Perhaps Zn2� binds with
high affinity at the interface between monomers. If this were
the case, then Zn2� effects should be weaker in the mono-
mer. Forcing hHV1 to exist in monomeric form by truncat-
ing the C terminus confirmed this prediction (360). A series
of constructs was then generated (FIGURE 16). Profound
slowing of activation is seen in the WT channel and the
WT tandem dimer. Removing either His from each
monomer weakened Zn2� effects, and mutating both
abolished the slowing effect altogether. The most surpris-
ing result was that a construct with His140 and His193

both present on one monomer, but absent from the other
(WT-H140A/H193A tandem dimer), exhibited no slow-
ing. Taken together, these results support the hypothesis
that Zn2� slows proton channel opening by binding at
the interface between monomers (360).

VI. PHYSIOLOGICAL ROLES: DIVERSE
SPECIES

A. Dinoflagellates: A Proton Channel
Triggers the Bioluminescent Flash!

The existence of voltage-gated proton channels was first
proposed in 1972 by Margaret Fogel and J. Woodland
Hastings, who hypothesized that depolarization-activated
proton channels triggered the flash in bioluminescent dino-
flagellates (161). Numerous dinoflagellates emit light
flashes when they are mechanically disturbed (379), for ex-
ample, by a boat or swimmer, or simply waves crashing on
the beach or against pier pilings. Among proposed func-
tions of the flash are disrupting predators by startling, con-
fusing, or blinding them temporarily (50–52, 343), illumi-
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nating nonluminescent prey as a diversionary tactic (160,
327), and the closely related “burglar alarm theory,” at-
tracting secondary predators on the principle that the en-
emy of my enemy is my friend (1, 48, 343). The mechanism
of transduction of the stimulus, shear stress (280, 315), into
an action potential is unclear, but seems to involve calcium
signaling (508). The presence of small organelles that pro-
duced flashes, visible due to the transparency of the Nocti-
luca organism, was described as early as 1850 by A. de
Quatrefages (95, 201). Roger Eckert and colleagues ex-
plored the phenomenon of an apparently “inverted” action
potential (66, 218) that triggered bioluminescent flashes in
Noctiluca miliaris, since renamed N. scintillans, and illumi-
nated the relevant anatomical structures involved. Eckert
showed that the action potential was inverted because the
recording microelectrode was typically inserted into the
large central floatation vacuole, rather than into the ex-
tremely thin (�0.1 	m) surrounding layer of cytoplasm
(135, 136), and thus the configuration was the equivalent of
extracellular recording of an action potential in a nerve or
muscle cell (133, 134). He showed that the flashes origi-
nated in tiny evaginations of cytoplasm (FIGURE 17) whose
membrane was continuous with the tonoplast, the mem-
brane enclosing the large central vacuole (132). A single
Noctiluca specimen contains �50,000 of these “micro-
sources,” mostly �1 	m in diameter, each one emitting
�100,000 photons per flash (135).

The Hastings lab isolated microsources from another bio-
luminescent species, Gonyaulax polyedra (126) (now called
Lingulodinium polyedrum), and christened them “scintil-
lons” (163, 204). These organelles contain almost exclu-
sively three molecules: luciferin, luciferase, and luciferin
binding protein (39, 161, 162, 202, 203, 266, 438). Protons

trigger the flash by two distinct mechanisms. Luciferase is
inactive at high pH but becomes active at low pH (266, 438).
In addition, luciferin binding protein releases luciferin (the
substrate for luciferase) at low pH (39, 162, 266, 438). The
scintillon is surrounded by vacuolar sap, which has very low
pH of 3.5–4.5 (374, 380). If proton-selective channels were
opened in the scintillon membrane by the invasion of an action
potential from the tonoplast, this enormous chemical gradient
would ensure rapid proton flux into the scintillon where the
flash would be activated (161). The recent identification of a
voltage-gated proton channel gene in the nonbioluminescent
dinoflagellate Karlodinium veneficum (462) confirms that the
HV1 family tree extends to dinoflagellates, and strongly sup-
ports this hypothetical mechanism.

1. A proton action potential?

A related but distinct function for HV1 in bioluminescent
dinoflagellates has also been proposed, namely, mediating
the action potential that triggers the flash (104, 373, 380,
462). A membrane permeability increase occurs during the
action potential (136), as occurs in nerve (85). The action
potential height was found by Nawata and Sibaoka (373) to
be insensitive to the vacuolar concentration of all ions ex-
cept H�, indicating that H� flux mediates the action poten-
tial. To this author’s knowledge, a proton-mediated action
potential is unique to dinoflagellates. A non-voltage-gated
proton channel triggers an action potential in sour taste
cells (67), but in this case, external acid influx directly trig-
gers an action potential that is itself mediated by voltage-
gated Na� channels. Triggering an action potential simply
requires sufficient inward current to depolarize the mem-
brane to the threshold for activating the channel that medi-
ates the action potential. To mediate an action potential, a
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channel must exhibit a “negative slope conductance” re-
gion in its current-voltage characteristic (237). This simply
means that the channel opens with depolarization, but does
so negative to its reversal potential.

The properties of the proton channel (kHV1) identified in the
dinoflagellate Karlodinium veneficum proved to be unique
(462). FIGURE 18 shows that the kHV1 channel displays pre-
cisely the behavior required to mediate action potentials in
dinoflagellates (462)! Like voltage-gated Na� or Ca2� chan-
nels, Vthreshold is well negative to the reversal potential, result-
ing in a substantial voltage range over which the channel con-
ducts inward current. Inward H� flux (like inward Na� or
Ca2� flux) causes depolarization, which activates more volt-
age-activated channels, resulting in a regenerative response,
namely, an action potential. A gH-mediated action potential in
a bioluminescent species like Noctiluca could mediate proton
flux from the vacuole at pH 3.5 into the scintillon, directly
initiating the light flash (FIGURE 17). In most respects, kHV1
behaves like other voltage-gated proton channels, sharing the
universal property of �pH-dependent gating (FIGURE 19), but
it differs from all others identified to date in having a Vthreshold

that is 60 mV more negative (FIGURE 14). This is precisely the
property necessary to perform both proposed functions in bio-
luminescent dinoflagellates. Because the orientation of the
channel would equate vacuole contents with extracellular
space (136), the �pH dependence of any other HV1 would
only allow outward current (i.e., from cytoplasm into the vac-
uole). However, triggering the flash requires H� flux from
vacuole into scintillon, which requires the channel to open
negative to EH. Any other proton channel would simply fail to
open (FIGURE 14). Similarly, mediating the action potential
requires proton influx from vacuole into the cytoplasm. To
date, this elegant mechanism remains unproven, because as yet
HV1 has not been confirmed in a bioluminescent species. That
the one known dinoflagellate proton channel, kHV1, has
uniquely ideal properties to carry out these functions provides
hope that the final bit of evidence will soon be found.

2. Functions in nonbioluminescent species

Evidence suggests that proton channels trigger tentacle flex-
ion in Noctiluca (387). Functions in nonbioluminescent
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cent dinoflagellates in response to mechanical stimulation. An action
potential travels along the tonoplast, the membrane surrounding the
large central flotation vacuole, and invades the scintillon, a small
organelle that contains high concentrations of luciferin, luciferase,
and luciferin binding protein. The depolarization opens voltage-gated
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species are mainly speculative in nature: trichocyst extru-
sion, prey capture, or digestion (462).

B. Coccolithophores: Proton Channels
Facilitate Calcification

Voltage-gated proton channels have been identified in two
species of marine phytoplankton, the coccolithophores
Coccolithus pelagicus ssp braarudii and Emiliania huxleyi
(489). Coccolithophores evolved 250 million years ago,
making CpHV1 and EhHV1 early examples of the HV1
family (489). Coccolithophores are major producers of
biogenic calcite. They produce calcite, CaCO3, in intra-
cellular compartments and secrete the resulting cocco-
liths to the cell surface, forming a coccosphere. The con-
version of HCO3

� to CaCO3 impacts the global carbon
cycle. The production of calcite occurs by the following
pathway (FIGURE 20): Ca2� � HCO3

� ¡ CaCO3 � H�.

This reaction produces intracellular protons continuously.
These protons must be removed to allow sustained calcifi-
cation. Inhibition of CpHV1 with Zn2� led to an immediate

decrease in pHi, indicating that the gH is constitutively ac-
tive and contributes to pHi regulation. This contrasts with
unperturbed mammalian cells, in which the resting mem-
brane potential is usually negative to Vthreshold and proton
channels are closed. However, this may be a false distinc-
tion, because when Ca2� was removed from the seawa-
ter, precluding calcification, addition of Zn2� no longer
resulted in acidification. In other words, under normal
conditions coccolithophores never rest! The importance
of pHi homeostasis during calcification was demon-
strated by lowering pHi for 10 min either by a decrease in
pHo or by an NH4

� pulse. Both interventions decreased
the calcification rate by nearly 70%, and the rate re-
mained depressed for �2 h after removal of the insult
(489).

The coccolithophore H� conductance mediates rapid H�

efflux and may play an important role in pH homeostasis in
calcifying cells. The process requires efficient H� efflux
pathways in coccolithophores to sustain intracellular calci-
fication. Proton channels have almost unlimited capacity to
extrude H� at no direct metabolic cost to the cell (113) and
therefore provide an excellent mechanism for acid extru-
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sion. Some of the H� produced may be combined with
HCO3

� to produce CO2, the substrate for the main car-
bon fixing enzyme, ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase
(RuBISCO) (313). Carbon-concentrating mechanisms exist
in many aquatic plants and algae (419), because in spite of
the best efforts of pyrophiliac humans, ambient CO2 in
marine systems can be suboptimal for photosynthesis (392).
Despite this potential use of the H� produced by calcifica-
tion in photosynthesis, the latter process has been shown to
be independent of the former (290). Ocean acidification
could impact the ability of coccolithophores to produce
calcite by inhibiting the activity of proton channels, due to
the �pH dependence of gating. Since the last glacial maxi-
mum (i.e., Ice Age), CO2 levels in Antarctic ice have in-
creased from 190 to 280 ppm (a 47% increase), while coc-
colith mass at low latitudes has declined from 13.6 to 7.5 pg
(a 45% decrease) (26). The �pH dependence of HV1 gating
can maintain acid extrusion under a wide range of condi-
tions, but the achievable pHi is limited by pHo.

C. Snail Neurons: Acid Extrusion During
Trains of Action Potentials

The proton channels in snail neurons are the fastest to open
and close. They would be capable of opening during an action
potential, and this is the context of their proposed function.
Action potentials in snail neurons are conducted by Ca2�

channels, and the Ca2� influx is subsequently compensated by
Ca2�/H� exchange (6, 324) at the expense of local acidifica-
tion inside the membrane (53, 325). Proton channels that open
during action potentials would help alleviate this acid load.
Later studies using confocal imaging of fluorescent pH sensing
dyes have confirmed several aspects of this proposal (395,
445). Depolarization produces Ca2� influx resulting in
Ca2�/H� exchange, which produces an acid load that can be
extruded by proton channels. In addition, proton flux across
the plasma membrane can produce substantial pH gradients
within individual neuronal cells (395).

D. Proton Channels in Amphibian Eggs

After snail neurons, the second cell type in which voltage-gated
proton channels were identified and characterized by voltage-
clamp was the Ambystoma (salamander) oocyte (22). Proton
current decreased and pHi increased suggestively during
oocyte maturation (25), leading to the idea that HV1 contrib-
utes to alkalinization during maturation. A similar proposal
was made for the role of HV1 in Rana esculenta oocytes (232).
It is well established that Xenopus laevis oocytes alkalinize
during maturation and that the mechanism reflects acid efflux
(82). Acidification delays maturation and oocytes can be in-
duced to mature by exogenously induced alkalinization; how-
ever, preventing alkalinization did not prevent maturation
(285). Intriguingly, proton channels were recently proposed to
play a role in alkalinization of human sperm (below), indicat-
ing a general role in fecundity. HV1 was also proposed to
facilitate Ca2� release from inositol triphosphate-sensitive
stores in Rana esculenta oocytes (231).

VII. ROLES IN MAMMALIAN AND HUMAN
CELLS

A. General Functions: Acid Extrusion,
Volume Regulation, and Setting
Membrane Potential

In the absence of a more specific function, the �pH and voltage
dependence of proton channel gating ensure that a probable
function in any cell (excepting dinoflagellates) is extrusion of
excess acid. The design is perfect for the relief of metabolic
acid, while incurring no immediate energetic cost to the cell. In
rat hippocampal neurons, anoxia or ischemia produces intra-
cellular acidification that is alleviated in part by HV1 (127,
451). Proton channels have been shown to contribute to acid
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FIGURE 20. Role of proton channels in calcification and pH ho-
meostasis in coccolithophores. Mature coccoliths arranged on the
extracellular surface surround the cell to form a coccosphere (A).
Coccolith formation occurs within an intracellular Golgi-derived coc-
colith vesicle (B). Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) precipitation requires
the production of carbonate (CO3

2�) from bicarbonate (HCO3
�) and

results in net production of H�. H� must be rapidly removed from
the coccolith vesicle to maintain a pH conducive to CaCO3 precipita-
tion. Once in the cytosol (C), some H� may be utilized by photosyn-
thesis in the production of CO2 from HCO3

� (see text); however, H�

efflux provides an efficient mechanism to prevent cytosolic acidosis,
which inhibits calcification (489). Patch-clamp studies indicate that
Cl� and H� are the dominant transmembrane conductances in
coccolithophores (487, 489). At normal seawater pH 8.2, pHi of
7.0–7.2 and membrane potential approximately �60 mV main-
tained by a Cl� inward rectifier (D) (487), a drop in pHi or membrane
depolarization or both would activate plasma membrane H� chan-
nels (E), providing an extremely efficient and rapid mechanism for
maintaining constant intracellular pH. [From Taylor et al. (489).]
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extrusion after acid loading in human neutrophils (122, 368),
human basophils (358), murine mast cells (270), murine mi-
croglia (525), rat microglia (342), rat alveolar epithelial cells
(350), rat hippocampal neurons (70, 127, 451), and rabbit
osteoclasts (384, 385), not to mention coccolithophores (489)
and snail neurons (492).

Involvement of voltage-gated proton channels in cell vol-
ume regulation has been proposed in rat microglia (342)
and bovine chondrocytes (429).

Under conditions that preclude other conductances, the
proton channel can help set the resting membrane potential
of cells. This phenomenon has been demonstrated in solu-
tions lacking permeant ions in human cardiac fibroblasts
(144) and in activated human eosinophils (19). Because
human eosinophils lack any K� conductance active at po-
tentials positive to �60 mV (154), during the respiratory
burst, when the membrane is depolarized drastically by
NADPH oxidase (see below), it is likely that even in physi-
ological solutions hHV1 contributes significantly to setting
the membrane potential.

B. pHo Regulation in Airway Epithelium

The first mammalian cells in which voltage-gated proton cur-
rents were identified were rat type II alveolar epithelial cells in
primary culture (99). Their proton currents are large, stable,
and reproducible, and consequently many of the biophysical
properties of proton channels were determined in these cells.
Beyond the general function of acid extrusion (350), a specific
function in promoting CO2 elimination by the lung via facili-
tated diffusion was hypothesized, in which dissociation of
CO2 (�H2O) into H� and HCO3

� increased net CO2 flux by
increasing the concentration of diffusing species across the
alveolar epithelial apical membrane (100). It is well known
that carbonic anhydrase facilitates CO2 diffusion (177, 191,
192, 426) and does so specifically in intact lung (138, 149,
206, 257, 258, 298, 479, 485). However, hHV1-mediated H�

flux is unlikely to be a quantitatively significant contributor to
this process under normal conditions because of the absence of
carbonic anhydrase in the apical subphase liquid (100, 138,
139, 480).

Proton currents are also present in airway epithelial cells
(that line the proximal airways comprising the conductive
zone), including human bronchial epithelium in primary
culture, and several airway epithelial cell lines (80, 156,
158). The general function is acid secretion, but the details
of this process are still evolving (FIGURE 21). The fluid lining
both the airways and the alveolar surface is maintained at
low pH (40, 157, 238, 272, 377, 381). Histamine and ATP
stimulate apical acid secretion that is inhibitable by Zn2�

(158). Identification of several Duox isoforms in airway
epithelial cells raised the possibility that proton channels
might facilitate reactive oxygen species (ROS) production

(166), analogous to their role in phagocytes (see sect. VIII).
However, in contrast to phagocytes, airway epithelial cells
have relatively constant membrane potential and pH as well
as abundant conductances that dwarf the small gH in these
cells (156). Furthermore, Duox activity is much smaller
than that of NADPH oxidase in phagocytes (444). These
considerations indicate that proton channels in airway epi-
thelia, despite being voltage gated, are not primarily acti-
vated by membrane depolarization under physiological
conditions. This leaves �pH as the factor that must activate
proton channels. In further contrast to the phagocyte para-
digm, the main contributor to activation by �pH is in-
creased pHo, rather than decreased pHi (233). Of the three
potential acid-secreting transporters, hHV1, Na�/H� anti-
port, and a V-type H�-ATPase, basal H� secretion against
the gradient is likely accomplished by a V-type H�-ATPase,
whereas proton channels take over when the apical surface
fluid becomes alkaline (156, 233). The main culprit respon-
sible for fluid alkalinization is CFTR, which extrudes
HCO3

� passively (157, 409). Horst Fischer (156) has pro-
posed that CFTR and hHV1 form a passive feedback system
to control the pH of airway surface liquid, illustrated in
FIGURE 21. The proton channel contributes at least half of
total acid secretion by human sinonasal mucosa from both
normal and asthmatic subjects, but the contribution was
less and mucosal pH was lower in asthmatic subjects with
chronic rhinosinusitis (80). In summary, the primary func-
tion of hHV1 in airway epithelium appears to be acidifying
excessively alkaline airway surface liquid, and not regulat-
ing pHi (156).

C. Histamine Release by Basophils

Basophils and eosinophils are closely related developmen-
tally, but their functions are quite different. In stark con-
trast to the eosinophil, which has the highest NADPH oxi-
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FIGURE 21. Regulation of the pH of airway surface liquid (ASL) by
the combined reciprocal efforts of hHV1 and CFTR. The anion trans-
porter CFTR extrudes HCO3

� passively, alkalinizing the ASL. This
increased pHo opens proton channels, which passively extrude H�,
restoring the ASL pH to its normal value. [From Fischer (156), with
permission from Wiley.]
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dase activity of any human cell, triple that of neutrophils
(97, 115, 273, 405, 527, 528, 535), basophils have no de-
tectable NADPH oxidase activity (92) and do not kill
pathogens. Nevertheless, both cells have large proton cur-
rents (76, 441). Basophils, like mast cells, secrete histamine
in response to allergen binding to allergen-specific IgE.
Stimulation of basophils with IgE antibody resulted in en-
hanced gating of proton channels, usually after a delay of
one to several minutes (358). As in phagocytes stimulated
with “physiological” agonists, the anti-IgE response was
variable, usually smaller than the response to phorbol
12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA), and occurred in only a
fraction of cells. Basophils that did not respond to anti-
IgE still responded to subsequent PMA stimulation. The
anti-IgE response was reversed by the PKC inhibitor GFX
(GF109203X). The enhanced gating of proton channels
in basophils is thus most likely regulated by PKC, as in
phagocytes. Intriguingly, the enhanced gating produced by
PMA was weaker in basophils than in phagocytes. As dis-
cussed below (see sect. VIIID), this observation supports the
idea that fully enhanced gating requires the participation of
NADPH oxidase, which basophils lack.

The purpose of proton channel activation in basophils may
be to extrude acid generated during the process of histamine
secretion. Histamine release stimulated by anti-IgE or PMA
was inhibited by Zn2�, with half-maximal inhibition at
20–90 	M. Confocal imaging with the pH sensing fluores-
cent dye SNARF-1 revealed that basophils acidify after anti-
IgE stimulation. The acidification was increased and pro-
longed in the presence of Zn2�; thus excessively low pHi

may inhibit histamine release by basophils. A second, more
speculative function is charge compensation. Several lines
of evidence indicate a requirement for Ca2� influx for a
maximal response to physiological agonists like anti-IgE
(311, 378, 514) and eosinophil granule major basic protein
(312), which may occur via CRAC channels. Outward H�

flux mediated by hHV1 would compensate for electrogenic
Ca2� influx, thereby maintaining a driving force for Ca2�

entry.

D. B Lymphocytes: Proton Channels
Participate in B Cell Receptor Signaling

Tom Schilling and Claudia Eder (436) identified voltage-
gated proton currents in human B and T lymphocytes, and
in the lymphocytic Jurkat cell line. Proton currents were
large in human B cells and Jurkat cells, but 100 times
smaller (only a few picoamperes per cell) in T lymphocytes,
paralleling the ability of these cells to produce ROS. More
specific evidence of a role in B cells was provided by iden-
tification of the Hvcn1 gene in a proteomic screen of mem-
brane proteins in B cell lymphoma cells (42). The HV1 pro-
tein was expressed highly in peripheral B lymphocytes but
was below the limit of resolution of the technique in T cells
(61). Expression was downregulated in proliferating B cells

in the germinal center (61), suggesting a role in early stages
of B-cell activation. Indeed, B-cell activation was found to
be impaired in knockout (KO) mice (61).

The hHV1 protein was found to be associated with the B cell
receptor (BCR) complex and to colocalize with the receptor
upon stimulation. The signaling functions of proton chan-
nels in B cells (FIGURE 22) appear to be related to its involve-
ment in ROS production, which is impaired in KO mice
(61). The signaling pathways are complex: ROS inhibits
protein tyrosine phosphatases (e.g., SHP-1), which inhibits
spleen tyrosine kinase (Syk) by dephosphorylation (131),
which further regulates other pathways including PI3 ki-
nase (29, 271) and protein kinase Akt (168). The main role
of proton channels in B cells thus appears to be modulation
of signaling pathways.

On the other end, overexpression of HV1 in immature B cell
lines, which normally do not express it, inhibited cell cycle
progression, although the mechanism remains to be identi-
fied (475).

E. Proton Channels in Capacitation and
Motility of Sperm: The Zn2� Theory

Voltage-gated proton channels with properties similar to
those in other human cells are highly expressed in human,
but not mouse, spermatozoa (303). An intriguing proposal
provides a role for proton channels in the capacitation of
sperm, a maturation process that takes place upon arrival in
the female reproductive tract, and is prerequisite for fertil-
ization. According to the zinc theory, low pHi keeps sperm
quiescent until they enter the female. Proton channels are
prevented from opening by a high concentration of ambient
zinc, which is present in higher total concentration in sem-
inal fluid than any other human tissue (320), estimated at
2.2 mM (427). An increase in pHi stimulates metabolic
activity and motility (13) and is associated with an increase
in proton permeability (12). Cytoplasmic alkalinization oc-
curs both by exposure to more alkaline environment and by
removal of Zn2�, which is complexed by proteins in the
oviduct and is eventually absorbed (194). Removal of Zn2�

allows the proton channels to open and extrude acid, be-
cause pHi is low and pHo is high already. In turn, the in-
crease in pHi activates several pH-sensitive processes, in-
cluding motility, metabolism, and hyperactivation (303).

Two other factors may contribute to proton channel acti-
vation in sperm. Anandamide, an endocannabinoid that is
present in both male and female reproductive tracts (443),
enhances the gating of hHV1 in sperm (303) much like
arachidonic acid does in human neutrophils or eosinophils
(73, 111, 187, 335, 441). At similar concentrations of 1–10
	M, both increase H� current and shift the gH-V relation-
ship toward more negative voltages. However, physiologi-
cal levels of anandamide in human male and female repro-
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ductive tracts (443) are three orders of magnitude lower
than those that affect proton channel gating, casting doubt
on the physiological relevance of this effect. The second
factor is enhanced gating of hHV1 that was observed in
capacitated compared with noncapacitated sperm (303).
The enhancement of gating appears qualitatively similar to,
but weaker than, that observed in phagocytes (see below),
but the true effect may well have been underestimated, be-
cause measurements were done in whole cell rather than
perforated-patch configuration. Enhanced gating of hHV1
in phagocytes occurs only in perforated-patch studies, be-
cause the signaling pathway apparently requires diffusible
second messengers (117, 337). The mechanism of enhance-
ment of hHV1 in sperm is unknown and may or may not
share this property. In general, the enhancement of gating
means that proton channels will be activated more readily,
and presumably this will enhance their function.

Because mouse sperm lack proton channels (303), their pro-
posed role in fertility cannot be evaluated in KO mice. Sug-
gestively, median levels of Hvcn1 mRNA were 18-fold
lower than normal in a sample of 8 teratozoospermic hu-
man subjects, i.e., subjects with male infertility (407).

Another role for HV1 has been described in human sperma-
tozoa, where NOX5 is the main source of superoxide (356)
(FIGURE 23). In these cells, enhanced gating of HV1 proton
currents correlates with sperm capacitation and hypermo-
tility (303). Interestingly, Zn2� significantly decreases su-
peroxide production in human spermatozoa, and HV1 was

shown to coimmunoprecipitate with NOX5 (356). Evi-
dence of a functional interaction between hHV1 and NOX5
came from studies using K562 cells that overexpress
NOX5. In these cells that express hHV1 endogenously,
Zn2� or expression of HV1-specific siRNA reduces NOX5
superoxide-generating activity. However, overexpression
of NOX5 did not alter hHV1 activity. These results suggest
that as observed in many cells for NOX2, HV1 is required in
sperm for optimal NOX5 activity.

F. Do Proton Channels Cause
Breast Cancer?

Like all good things, in the wrong hands, even proton chan-
nels may do harm. A recent study raised the specter of
breast tumor cells exploiting proton channels to facilitate
metastasis. Levels of hHV1 mRNA were highest in a highly
metastatic cell line MB-231, but very low in a weakly met-
astatic line MCF7 (512). The correlation was imperfect,
however, because a different poorly metastatic line, MB-
468, had the second highest hHV1 mRNA levels of six lines
tested. Nevertheless, downregulation of hHV1 by siRNA
reduced invasion and migration indexes preferentially of
highly metastatic cells (512). Finally, in siRNA treated cells,
pHi was significantly lowered, indicating a contribution of
hHV1 to resting pHi, something not seen in normal cells
(334). A remarkably similar picture was found for H�-
ATPase in a previous study (447); levels of expression and
activities were highest in metastatic human breast cancer
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cell lines but low in nonmetastatic lines, and inhibition of
H�-ATPase by bafilomycin inhibited migration of meta-
static, but not of nonmetastatic cells. It seems clear that pHi

homeostasis is altered in metastatic breast cancer cell lines,
but cause and effect need clarification.

A follow-up study by this group provides strong support for
the apparent correlation between hHV1 expression and the
severity of breast cancer in a clinical study of human sub-
jects (513). When hHV1 expression was divided into “high”
and “low” categories, there was a significant correlation
between high hHV1 expression and tumor size, tumor clas-
sification, and clinical stage. Furthermore, high hHV1 ex-
pression correlated with a poor clinical prognosis. At a
minimum, hHV1 seems to be a marker for breast cancer.
The possibility of targeting hHV1 to control the growth and
invasiveness of breast cancer certainly merits further study.

G. Artificial Joints Need Proton Channels

Wear and corrosion products of articulating orthopedic im-
plants are serious complications of joint replacement. In
addition to particulate debris, soluble debris includes metal
ions such as Co2� and Ni2� which become concentrated in
blood and other fluids (199). Daou et al. (91) found that
Co2�, at concentrations that due to metal leakage from the
prosthesis were measured in tissues from patients with met-
al-on-metal total hip arthroplasty, inhibited bacterial kill-
ing, presumably via its inhibitory effect on phagocyte pro-
ton channels. In vitro studies with human neutrophils re-
vealed inhibition of bacterial killing by 1–100 	M Co2�

(91). In this study, bacterial killing was inhibited by 100
	M Zn2� almost as effectively as by DPI, which directly
inhibits NADPH oxidase. Because the biological response
to metal debris involves complex signaling and interactions
between several other cells, such as macrophages and oste-
oclasts (56, 249) that have abundant proton channels (250,

340, 369, 384, 515), further exploration of this problem is
needed.

H. Too Much of a Good Thing

The facilitation of ROS production by phagocytes is gener-
ally considered beneficial, because ROS are crucial to killing
pathogens. There are situations, however, in which ROS
production may be excessive and deleterious. A prime ex-
ample is in microglia, which produce ROS in response to
brain injury, ischemia, inflammation, or �-amyloid protein
found in the brain in Alzheimer’s disease (137). ROS pro-
duction by microglia may also contribute to the pathology
of degenerative neurological diseases (137). Evidence impli-
cating microglial hHV1 in ROS-induced brain damage dur-
ing stroke has appeared recently (525) and is described
below (see sect. IXC).

Cells that use ROS for signaling present a vast range of new
opportunities. Numerous tissues express Nox isoforms,
and although proton channels have not been shown to par-
ticipate in all cases, the necessity of tightly regulated ROS
production is universally evident (276). B lymphocytes pro-
duce ROS for signaling purposes, and the observation that
hHV1 inhibition attenuates ROS without abolishing it (61)
could be exploited to manage autoimmune diseases charac-
terized by hyperreactive B cells, such as systemic lupus ery-
thematosus or rheumatoid arthritis (62).

VIII. ROLES IN INNATE IMMUNITY

The most thoroughly studied function of proton channels is
in the innate immune system. The proton channel in neu-
trophils, eosinophils, macrophages, and other leukocytes
functions in close association with the NADPH oxidase
complex (Nox2), which in turn generates ROS that are
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FIGURE 23. The motility of human spermatozoa requires functional interaction between NOX5 and hHV1.
H2O2 induces calcium influx and the activation of c-Abl through tyrosine phosphorylation, both of which
contribute to NOX5 activation. The generation of superoxide anion results in production of protons in the
cytoplasm, which are extruded via the proton channel to maintain the optimal pH for NOX5 activity. Inhibition
of this pathway abrogates the stimulatory effect of H2O2 on spermatozoa motility (356). [From Musset et al.
(356), with permission from The American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.]
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crucial to killing bacterial and other microbes (27, 104,
255, 371, 413, 520). In the late 1980s, Lydia Henderson,
Brian Chappell and Owen Jones published a series of land-
mark papers (208–210) that established the foundation for
all subsequent studies. Their most important observations
were as follows.

The NADPH oxidase enzyme complex is electrogenic.

Electrogenic H� efflux was observed to occur when the
NADPH oxidase complex was active.

This H� efflux was thought to compensate electrically for
the electron flux, balancing charge and preventing large
voltage changes.

The molecule responsible for his H� efflux was proposed to
be a voltage-gated proton channel.

The interactions between proton channels and NADPH ox-
idase are summarized in FIGURE 24. NADPH oxidase is
formed from six main components that are not all physi-
cally associated with each other in resting cells (83). Acti-
vation by pathogens, chemotactic peptides, phagocytosis,
phorbol esters, arachidonic acid, and other stimuli results in
assembly of the enzyme complex, which is generally as-
sumed to be active once it is fully assembled (118). Activa-
tion occurs by many complex pathways, most of which
converge on phosphorylation of the oxidase components by
protein kinase C (27, 118, 190, 372, 412). The assembled
NADPH oxidase complex produces superoxide anion
(O2

·�), which is released into the phagosome or the extra-
cellular space if the complex assembles on the plasma mem-
brane. The activity of the oxidase is electrogenic (120, 209,
442) because electrons are translocated from intracellular
NADPH across the membrane, via a redox chain compris-
ing FAD and then sequentially two hemes (37, 89, 101).
The activity of this enzyme can be detected directly as an

FIGURE 24. Molecules and transporters that participate in charge compensation and pH regulation during
the respiratory burst. A phagocyte is shown engulfing a bacterium into a nascent phagosome, which will close
and become an intracellular compartment. NADPH oxidase assembles preferentially in the phagosomal
membrane in neutrophils (44, 246, 389) and begins to function before the phagocytic cup has sealed (297).
The oxidase assembles mainly at the plasma membrane in eosinophils (273), macrophages (246), and
neutrophils that are stimulated with soluble agonists (41, 390). NADPH oxidase activity drives the entire
system. Electrons from intracellular NADPH are translocated across the membrane to reduce O2 to super-
oxide anion (O2

�) in the phagosome or extracellular space. This electrogenic process (209) can be measured
directly as electron current (117, 120, 442). Each electron removed from the cell leaves behind approximately
one proton. Thus NADPH oxidase activity tends to depolarize the membrane, decrease pHi, and increase pHo

or pHphagosome. ClC-3 is shown moving H� into the phagosome in exchange for Cl�, as might occur at
depolarized potentials that exist during the respiratory burst (275). In endosomes lacking NADPH oxidase,
ClC-3 is thought to operate in the reverse direction, removing H� and injecting Cl� into the interior to
compensate for electrogenic H�-ATPase activity (240). HOCl is membrane permeant (506) and reacts rapidly
with cytoplasmic contents such as taurine (322) or glutathione (519). As a result, HOCl effectively shuttles
protons out of the phagosome (334). Despite the arrows, the protons in any compartment are equivalent.
[From DeCoursey (105).]
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electron current in voltage-clamped cells (442). The elec-
tron current is sensitive to membrane potential, and large
depolarization inhibits enzyme activity, with complete in-
hibition occurring at �200 mV (120).

A. Consequences of NADPH Oxidase Activity

The main consequences to the immune cell of NADPH ox-
idase activity are membrane depolarization and cytoplas-
mic H� generation. The rapid production of ROS is often
called the “respiratory burst” because there is an enormous
increase in O2 consumption (18). Strictly speaking, this
term is a misnomer because almost all the O2 consumed is
simply substrate that is converted into O2

·� and thus met-
abolic inhibitors have little effect (236, 433). The magni-
tude of NADPH oxidase activity in neutrophils and eosin-
ophils is truly prodigious. The calculated rate of depolar-
ization is �1.1 V/s in human neutrophils, based on electron
current measured at room temperature, and in human eo-
sinophils at 37°C is 1.1 kV/min (104). Clearly, the cell
membrane would rapidly rupture due to dielectric break-
down in the absence of effective charge compensation. In
principle, electron current could be balanced by cation ef-
flux or anion influx, either one of which would have os-
motic consequences. As electrons leave the cell, protons left
behind will lower pHi, and when the oxidase is in the
phagosome membrane, the phagosomal pH will tend to
increase. The overall reaction is as follows (14): NADPH �
2 O2 ¡ NADP� � 2 O2

·� � H�, which leaves behind a
proton in the cytoplasm, as O2

·� is released into the phago-
some. Anothercytoplasmicproton isproducedwhenNADPHis
regenerated from NADP�; to be fastidious, half of a CO2

molecule is also produced. In effect, each electron translo-
cated by NADPH oxidase leaves one proton behind, tending
to lower pHi. Inside the phagosome, O2

·� rapidly and spon-
taneously dismutates to form H2O2 (174): 2 O2

·� �
2H� ¡ H2O2 � O2.

This reaction consumes protons and therefore tends to in-
crease phagosomal pH. The production of HOCl from
H2O2 is catalyzed by myeloperoxidase and also consumes
protons (174): H2O2 � H� �Cl� ¡ HOCl � H2O.

In deciding which transporters should be involved in deal-
ing with the consequences of oxidase activity, the cell must
keep in mind that the main point of all of this is to generate
large quantities of ROS. To produce O2

·� (15), H2O2 (424,
425), and HOCl (256) requires large amounts of the key
ingredients: H�, O2, and Cl� in the phagosome. Despite
evidence that several types of Cl� channels are present in
phagosomes (197, 332, 393), any Cl� that is squandered
compensating charge is no longer available for synthesis of
HOCl, which is an important product of roughly half or
more of the O2

·� generated (68, 164, 243, 490, 516). A final
consideration is that the sheer magnitude of charge com-
pensation required is such that the osmotic consequences of
flux of the ion selected for the job must be kept in mind.

Voltage-gated proton channels are ideally suited to pre-
serving homeostasis in the face of all four of the conse-
quences of NADPH oxidase activity. H� efflux balances
charge, prevents large excursions of pHi or pHphagosome,
and minimizes volume changes (by virtue of the fact that
most of the molecules that are formed are membrane
permeant), and H� is a required substrate for H2O2 and
HOCl production in the phagosome. The fraction of
charge that is compensated by voltage-gated proton
channels in human neutrophil phagosomes was estimated
to be �95% (351).

B. Charge Compensation

The evidence that proton currents compensate electri-
cally for NADPH oxidase activity is substantial. The pro-
ton current inhibitor Zn2� reduces NADPH oxidase ac-
tivity substantially in numerous studies (34, 81, 91, 120,
122, 145, 154, 208, 210, 251, 307, 353, 356, 388, 414,
417, 435, 458, 468, 491, 525, 534). This effect is not on
the oxidase itself, because electron currents are unaf-
fected by millimolar Zn2� (120, 403, 442). In addition,
in HV1 knockout mice, ROS production was attenuated,
but not abolished (61, 145, 391, 417, 525). Finally, when
HV1 levels are reduced by siRNA, ROS production is
diminished (356). This kind of evidence shows that pro-
ton channels are involved, but does not establish that the
mechanism of this involvement is charge compensation.
However, several other results point clearly at charge
compensation as the mechanism. Thus inhibition of pro-
ton channels results in greater plasma membrane depo-
larization during the respiratory burst (19, 20, 125, 145,
209, 274, 414). The depolarization is also exacerbated in
HV1 KO mice (145), and in phagosome membranes of
human neutrophils in the presence of Zn2� (339). Fi-
nally, in the presence of Zn2�, in HV1 KO mouse neutro-
phils, or in siRNA-treated PLB-985 cells, part of the de-
fect in ROS production by NADPH oxidase can be re-
stored by introduction of a protonophore (120, 145,
210) or ionophore (404). These results establish unequiv-
ocally that proton channels participate significantly in
charge compensation.

C. pH Homeostasis

There is also strong evidence that proton channels regu-
late pH during the respiratory burst, and that if this
function were compromised, pHi would drop to levels
that would inhibit NADPH oxidase. Early studies
showed that under conditions where Na�/H� antiport
was prevented, Zn2� resulted in additional acidification
of activated neutrophils (84, 122, 208). As illustrated in
FIGURE 25, Deri Morgan monitored pHi in individual
human neutrophils during phagocytosis of opsonized zy-
mosan particles, using confocal fluorescence imaging
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(334). Cells exhibited a rapid spike of acidification that
occurred simultaneously with the initial phagocytotic
event. The initial rate of acidification doubled when pro-
ton current was inhibited by Zn2� or in HV1 KO mouse
cells. In contrast, inhibition of H�-ATPase or Na�/H�

antiport had no effect on the initial rate; hence, the pro-
ton channel is the first transporter to respond. Na�/H�

antiport became active later, with a minor and belated
contribution from H�-ATPase (84, 334). When proton
channels were inhibited by Zn2� or in HV1 KO mice, the
extent of acidification was severe enough to inhibit
NADPH oxidase by 50% after 2 min and 80% after 10
min (334), based on the effect of pHi on NADPH oxidase
activity measured directly as electron current (336).

D. Enhanced Gating of HV1 Maximizes the
Efficiency of the Respiratory Burst

The properties of proton currents in certain cells and species
are altered dramatically in the “enhanced gating mode”

(FIGURE 26). In most phagocytes and related cells, proton
channels in enhanced gating mode open two to five times
faster and close three to six times more slowly, the maxi-
mum conductance is increased two- to fourfold, and the
gH-V relationship is shifted by �30 to �40 mV (354). En-
hanced gating has been observed in human neutrophils
(117), eosinophils (19, 73, 115), basophils (358), mono-
cytes (353), PLB-985 cells (116), K562 cells (356), and
sperm (303), and in murine osteoclasts (340), neutrophils
(145), granulocytes (335), and dendritic cells (482). En-
hanced gating can be detected under some conditions in
whole cell configuration (19, 303, 482), but is preferentially
studied in perforated-patch configuration. A wide variety of
agents stimulates enhanced gating. In phagocytes and re-
lated cells, anything that activates NADPH oxidase also
produces enhanced gating of proton currents, with agonists
including PMA, arachidonic acid, oleic acid, chemotactic
peptides like formyl-methionyl-leucyl-phenylalanine (fMLF),
leukotriene B4 (LTB4), interleukin-5 (IL-5), IgE, lipopoly-
saccharide (LPS), and simple adherence to glass (20, 73,
115–117, 335, 340, 358, 482). FIGURE 27 illustrates the
PMA response of a human eosinophil that includes en-
hanced gating of proton currents as well as activation of
electron current, which reflects the electrogenic transloca-
tion of electrons across the membrane by NADPH oxidase.
The most potent and effective activator in several systems is
PMA, which directly activates protein kinase C (PKC).
Other, more physiological agonists often produce a smaller
and more variable response, and some cells that fail to re-
spond, for example, a fraction of mouse neutrophils stimu-
lated with fMLF or human basophils stimulated with anti-
IgE, subsequently exhibit a full response to PMA (335,
358). Most of the other agonists also activate PKC. The
induction of enhanced gating can be prevented by pretreat-
ment with PKC inhibitors (21, 335, 340, 482), and even
after enhanced gating is established, it can be partially or
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FIGURE 26. Proton currents in a human neutrophil in perforated-
patch configuration at rest (A) and in the enhanced gating mode (B).
Identical families of depolarizing pulses were applied to �20 through
�80 mV in 10-mV increments from a holding potential of �40 mV,
at symmetrical pH 7.0. After stimulation by PMA, proton currents
activate faster and deactivate more slowly, the maximum conduc-
tance is increased, and the voltage at which channels first open,
Vthreshold, is shifted by �40 mV. [From DeCoursey et al. (117).]
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FIGURE 25. Intracellular pH (pHi) during phagocytosis in four hu-
man neutrophils, imaged with SNARF-1 using the SEER approach
(281). Pseudocolor images of the cells are positioned near the pHi

record at the corresponding time. When the opsonized zymosan
particle is engulfed, there is a rapid spike of acidification, followed in
most (A), but not all cells (B) by rapid recovery. The Na�/H� antiport
inhibitor dimethylamiloride (DMA) consistently prevented recovery
(C) as did the proton channel inhibitor Zn2� (D). The relative impact
on pHi was hHV1 � Na�/H� antiport � H�-ATPase. [From Morgan
et al. (334).]
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entirely reversed by PKC inhibitors (335, 352, 356, 358), as
illustrated in FIGURE 27. These results indicate that most, if
not all, of enhanced gating is mediated by PKC. A study of
two candidate PKC phosphorylation sites in the intracellu-
lar N terminus of hHV1 identified one, Thr29, that appeared
to be responsible for enhanced gating (352). Mutation of
the other site did not prevent enhanced gating.

The mechanism by which phosphorylation of Thr29 in the N
terminus of hHV1 produces enhanced gating is completely
unknown. The pronounced modulation of gating might reflect
an influence of the N terminus on S4 movement during chan-
nel opening, or destabilization of the closed state. A quite
different type of mechanism could be envisioned, in which the
phosphate concentrates protons locally near a group that
senses pHi. Most of the enhanced gating behaviors resemble
those produced by a decrease in pHi of �1 unit. Especially
intriguing is the increase in gH,max, which in principle might
reflect an increase in the maximum open probability of the
channel (Popen) or in the single-channel conductance (or both),
assuming that the number of channels remains constant. Noise
measurements reveal that Popen during large depolarizations
limits to 0.95 at pHi 5.5, decreasing to 0.75 at pHi 6.5 (75).
Despite the fact that Popen was not determined at physiological
pHi in this study, it is still difficult to imagine that increasing
Popen could, by itself, produce the 1.9- to 3.9-fold increase in
gH,max that has been observed in various cells (354). Therefore,
some increase in the single-channel conductance is likely,
which might occur if protons were concentrated near the con-

duction pathway. This line of reasoning leads to the impres-
sion that Thr29 is located near both a pHi sensor and the
conduction pathway.

Intuitively, the enhanced gating mode would appear to in-
crease the activity of proton channels, because all four
changes are in the direction to increase proton currents at
any given membrane potential. Ricardo Murphy (351)
modeled enhanced gating quantitatively using parameters
that were all measured directly in human neutrophils and
eosinophils. In the context of the respiratory burst, in which
a major function of proton current is to compensate electri-
cally for the electron flux that occurs during NADPH oxi-
dase activity, enhanced gating resulted in proton currents
fully compensating for the electron current at substantially
more negative potentials than in the same system if proton
channels are assumed to retain resting properties. With en-
hanced gating, less depolarization is required to activate
enough proton channels, and because depolarization per se
inhibits NADPH oxidase activity (120, 403), the overall
efficiency of the oxidase was improved by 18%. If the pro-
ton channel were prevented from engaging in enhanced gat-
ing, enough channels would open eventually, but at the
expense of more excessive depolarization, and conse-
quently, ROS production would be compromised (351).

Not all cells with proton currents exhibit enhanced gating.
Under perforated-patch conditions identical to those produc-
ing enhanced gating in other cells, native proton currents in rat
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FIGURE 27. Regulation of enhanced gating of the proton channel, as well as NADPH oxidase activity, by
PKC-dependent phosphorylation. Top left: proton currents during test pulses to �60 mV applied every 30 s
from a holding potential of �60 mV. Examples of currents at an expanded time base are superimposed (right)
with lowercase letters identifying the time of the pulse. At the arrows, the PKC activator PMA or the PKC
inhibitor GFX (GF109203X) were added. Bottom left: the current at �60 mV at high gain (with pulses blanked)
shows inward electron current that reflects NADPH oxidase activity. [From Morgan et al. (335).]
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alveolar epithelial cells (117), and hHV1 expressed in HEK-
293 or COS-7 cells, do not respond to PMA. The failure to
respond may reflect an absence of the correct PKC isoform.
More intriguing are cells that display a distinctly abbreviated
form of enhanced gating. The examples identified thus far
indicate a strong correlation between the capacity of the stim-
ulated cell to produce ROS via NADPH oxidase and the de-
gree of enhanced gating (354). Full-blown enhanced gating
occurs in human neutrophils, eosinophils, and monocytes (19,
115, 116, 353, 354), all of which produce large amounts of
ROS. Related cells that lack the complete enzymatic machin-
ery to produce ROS, such as human basophils (92) or neutro-
phils from humans afflicted with CGD, exhibit a reduced re-
sponse (116, 358). Cells with finite but low levels of ROS
production also have a reduced response (352, 356). Cells
with the attenuated enhanced gating phenotype exhibit almost
no slowing of deactivation (�tail), and the gH-V relationship
shifts negatively by only 10–20 mV rather than 40 mV. One
possible explanation is that a product of NADPH oxidase
activity, such as intracellular H�, may modulate H� channel
gating; however, other possibilities exist and the explanation
remains mysterious (354).

IX. MANIFESTATIONS IN THE KO
MOUSE MODEL

It should be emphasized that proton current has not been
detected in any of the several tissues examined so far in KO
mice, including neutrophils (145, 391), granulocytes (334,
417), B lymphocytes (61), monocytes, alveolar epithelial
cells (105), and microglia (525). Because the properties of
proton currents in different tissues appear to differ fairly
substantially (98), this result is important support for the
idea that only one gene exists in any given species. Obvi-
ously, this conclusion applies most directly to the single
species in which Hvcn1 has been knocked out, Mus muscu-
laris.

As with many single gene knockouts, the Hvcn1 knockout
mouse does not exhibit dramatic defects. Decreased life-
span or increased morbidity has not been reported. Cer-
tainly, life is possible without voltage-gated proton chan-
nels, but is it worth living? Several more subtle manifesta-
tions indicate that the quality of life does indeed suffer
without proton channels (see Note Added in Proof).

A. Defective ROS Production
by NADPH Oxidase

The first defect to be identified in Hvcn1 KO mice was
attenuated ROS production by leukocytes. In all studies,
NADPH oxidase activity was reduced, but not abolished.
ROS production by neutrophils was reduced by 65–75%
(417), 30% (391), or 74% (145), in B lymphocytes by 65%
(61), and in microglia by �50% (525). Several observations

support the idea that the NADPH oxidase complex is nor-
mal and intact in Hvcn1 KO mice. Direct evidence is that
NADPH oxidase-generated electron currents, stimulated by
PMA, were identical in WT and KO mouse granulocytes
(145, 334). In a cell-free assay, NADPH oxidase activity
was normal in KO granulocytes (417), consistent with the
absence of proton channels reducing ROS production by
preventing charge compensation, allowing excessive pHi

decreases or both. Addition of the nonselective cation chan-
nel gramicidin to KO neutrophils restored ROS production,
also implicating charge compensation as the key mecha-
nism (145). Similarly, the nonselective ionophore ampho-
tericin enhanced ROS production after siRNA knockdown
of HV1 (404). Stimulation of phagocytes from KO mice
produces abnormal pHi decreases that resemble the effects
of Zn2� in WT cells (145, 334).

The incomplete elimination of ROS production when HV1
function or expression is abolished makes hHV1 an attrac-
tive target for pharmaceutical intervention. If the goal is to
suppress ROS production with the intent of altering signal-
ing pathways, for example, in B cells (62), then the residual
ROS production in phagocytes would still be adequate to
prevent infections, because there is a safety factor built into
this process. Examination of subjects with hereditary ab-
normalities of NADPH oxidase that reduce activity without
abolishing it (“variant” forms of chronic granulomatous
disease) reveals that a substantial fraction of ROS produc-
tion by neutrophils can be eliminated without seriously
compromising host defense. Carriers who have �50% nor-
mal and 50% dysfunctional neutrophils are relatively free
from infections, but present with skin lesions (128); how-
ever, subjects with �90% loss of ROS production usually
present with severe disease symptoms (46, 128, 293, 423,
446, 453, 461).

B. Defective Bacterial Killing

NADPH oxidase activity in neutrophils is thought to facil-
itate killing of bacteria (15, 247, 255, 371, 413). Ramsey et
al. (417) observed a significant reduction of killing of S.
aureus by bone marrow cells from mHV1 KO mice. No
difference in phagocytosis was detected, suggesting that the
defect in killing was due to attenuated ROS production
(417).

C. HV1 Exacerbates Brain Damage in
Ischemic Stroke

ROS production is not always beneficial. Nox2-dependent
ROS production by microglia was lower in Hvcn1 KO mice
than in normal mice, and this deficiency was demonstrably
protective against brain damage from ischemic stroke
(525). Hvcn1 KO mice subjected to middle cerebral artery
occlusion for 24 h had smaller infarct volume and better
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neurological scores than WT mice. Neuronal death in the
area surrounding the infarcts was greater in WT than in KO
mice. In vitro oxygen-glucose deprivation in microglia-neu-
ron cocultures produced greater neuronal death in WT than
in KO cells, and this was prevented by inhibiting NADPH
oxidase, supporting the above mechanism (525).

D. Defective Ca2� Influx Due to
Depolarization Impairs Migration

Ca2� signaling is especially important in neutrophil migra-
tion, which was found to be defective in neutrophils from
HV1 KO mice that were stimulated with a chemotactic pep-
tide. NADPH oxidase is electrogenic and tends to depolar-
ize the membrane. Increased depolarization after PMA
stimulation was observed in KO neutrophils (145). Ca2�

influx through store-operated Ca2� channels, which occurs
when formyl peptide receptors are activated (e.g., by che-
motactic peptides), was attenuated in KO neutrophils, re-
flecting the loss of driving force for Ca2� entry (145). The
importance of maintaining a large negative membrane po-
tential to provide a driving force for Ca2� entry via store-
operated Ca2� channels has been observed in several cell
types (55, 176, 224, 294, 382), although this task is usually
assigned to K� rather than H� channels. This defect was
restored by ionomycin (in 5 	M Ca2�), confirming that the
mechanism involved Ca2� signaling.

E. Defective BCR-Mediated Signaling
in B Lymphocytes

A variety of manifestations related to B lymphocyte func-
tion and development have been detected in KO mice. As
mentioned, ROS production was lower in Hvcn1 KO
mouse B cells, by 70% for PMA stimulation or by 60% for
the more physiological stimulant F(ab=)2 anti-IgM (61). In-
hibition of SHP-1, which is required for the initiation of
BCR signaling cascades, was impaired, resulting in reduced
activation of the tyrosine kinase Syk. Activation of Akt was
severely impaired, with the result that metabolic activity
and proliferation were attenuated. In vivo, this resulted in
defective isotope class-switch responses.

X. HUMAN MUTATIONS

One naturally occurring mutation of the human proton chan-
nel has been discovered. Fischer’s group cloned the human
proton channel gene from airway epithelium, in part to con-
firm that proton channels in this tissue were coded for by the
same gene responsible for proton currents in phagocytes and
other tissues. In one of two clones, they serendipitously discov-
ered a mutation that changed a single amino acid, producing
the M91T mutant channel (233). Heterologous expression of
the mutant gene revealed abnormal function of the resulting
channel protein. As shown in FIGURE 28, the M91T channel

activates at voltages �30 mV more positive than normal. Be-
cause airway epithelial cells that express this channel have
fairly stable membrane potentials, but experience a wide range
of pH, the mutant channel can be better described as requiring
0.5 units higher pHo to activate than WT. Unfortunately, no
information regarding the consequences of this mutation in
other tissues exists.

XI. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The rapidly expanding field of proton channel research is
still in relative infancy in most respects. Although genes
have been identified and confirmed in eight species, ortholo-
gous genes in dozens of species have yet to be studied. As the
number of species increases, greater diversity of structures
as well as functions seems inevitable. Already, surprising
new properties of HV1 in unicellular species have shattered
previously valid generalizations about proton channel
properties (activation of only outward current, Zn2� sensi-
tivity, and assembly as a dimer). Knowledge of the amino
acid sequence has enabled structure-function studies; how-
ever, in many areas, progress has raised more questions
than have been convincingly answered. Parallels as well as
differences between HV1 and other classes of VSD contain-
ing molecules (other voltage gated ion channels, VSPs, and
c15orf27) will doubtless enlighten these fields synergisti-
cally in ways that can scarcely be imagined. Finally, a deluge
of recent studies illuminating profound involvement of
hHV1 in diverse areas of human health has created exciting
prospects for targeting proton channels.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

A recent study describes symptoms of autoimmune disease
(splenomegaly and nephritis) in Hvcn1 KO mice (Sasaki M,
Tojo A, Okochi Y, Miyawaki N, Kamimura D, Yamaguchi
A, Murakami M, Okamura Y. Autoimmune disorder phe-
notypes in Hvcn1 gene deficient mice. Biochem J. Online
before print.)
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FIGURE 28. The naturally occurring hHV1 mutation M91T shifts
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